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4 THE UNIVERSITY OF ADELAIDE
The following degrees were conferred on  
9 March 2011.
School of Engineering
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Natt Arian
thesis: Hydrocarbon Generation, Migration and 
Preservation History of the Bass Basin
Shaghik Atakaramians
thesis: Terahertz Waveguides: A Study of 
Microwires and Porous Fibres
Samuel Nicholas Cohen
thesis: Problems In Backward Stochastic 
Differential Equations; With Applications to 
Nonlinear Evaluations and Risk Measures
Richard Green
thesis: A Fourier-Mukai Transform for Invariant 
Differential Cohomology
Daniel Ryan Kelly
thesis: Arithmetic Data Value Speculation
Peter Mark Kelly
thesis: Applying Functional Programming Theory to 
the Design of Workflow Engines
Morteza Mohammadzaheri
thesis: New Types of Knowledge about System 
Dynamics for Intelligent Control System Design
Zebb David Prime
thesis: Robust Scheduling Control of Aeroelasticity
Andrew John Skinner
thesis: Measurement Of Very Slow Flows In 
Environmental Engineering
Degree of Master of Engineering Science
Kan Li
thesis: Environmental Effects on Recycled Plastics
Degree of Master of Applied Project 
Management Advanced (Climate Change)
Bhumika Vaidya
Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Advanced)
Olatunji Adebowale Asiwaju  
Mechanical Engineering
Kaviyarasan Balasundaram  
Mechanical Engineering
Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Advanced) (Mechatronics)
Nishanth Raja Mechatronics
Degree of Master of Engineering  
(Chemical Engineering)
Md Mahbub Hassan
Degree of Master of Engineering  
(Civil and Environmental Engineering)
Meng Cui
Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Mechanical Engineering)
Ravindra Singh Ranawat
Degree of Master of Geostatistics
Vikash Rohen Singh
Degree of Master of Information Technology
Lin Zuolin
Degree of Master of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship
Richard Busulwa
Degree of Master of Mathematical Science
Celeste Edwards Honaker
Degree of Master of Project Management
Emily Chuai Shun Sim
Jason Goh Yew Choon
Khin Sandy
Leong Jiaquan Benjamin









Graduate Diploma in Science and 
Technology Commercialisation
Andrew John Harvey
Graduate Certificate in Computer Science
Jonathan Irvine






Graduate Certificate in Project Management
Yiming Fei
Goh Boon Sing






Graduate Certificate in Science and 
Technology Commercialisation
Sarah Elizabeth Blackman
Graduate Certificate in Sciences (Defence)
Paul Andrew Clarke
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering  
with Honours
Oluwasomidotun Muyiwa Adesina 
Chemical Engineering
Tate Stephen Baillie Mining Engineering
Kimberly Anne Bennett Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Bettcher  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Scott Louis Bouckley Mining Engineering
Peter James Bouzalas  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Tane David Bowels Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Robert Braham  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Sean Alexander Cook Mining Engineering
Peter Blake Henry Cox Mining Engineering
Sean Ryan Donnellan Software Engineering
Thomas William Duncker  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Samuel Wells Fox  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Rosemary Jane Gabb  
Pharmaceutical Engineering
Adrian Charles Galessi  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Alexander Grochowski Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Hardea Mining Engineering
Peter James Hart Petroleum Engineering
Michael Andrew Hogg Mining Engineering
Michael David Hopper Mining Engineering
Jason Hua  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Mathu Rathan Indren  
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Mark Lee Jessop  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Christopher Matthew Johinke Mining Engineering
Robert William Kane  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Christopher Paul Klobas  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Brendan Koldits  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
James Luke Koronis  
Civil and Structural Engineering and Civil and 
Environmental Engineering
Christina Sindhu Kumar  
Pharmaceutical Engineering
Yat Chun Lee Pharmaceutical Engineering
David Joong-Yuen Liew Mechatronic Engineering
Jennifer Luong  
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Daniel Marotti Civil and Structural Engineering
Samantha Faye McIntyre Petroleum Engineering
Samir Bin Md Aris 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Karina Maree Mills Civil and Structural Engineering
Andrew Gilbert Moschou Aerospace Engineering
James Christopher Moschou  
Chemical Engineering
Arcadio Munoz Mechanical Engineering
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An Phuoc Nguyen Petroleum Engineering
Paul David Ormerod Mining Engineering
Graigan Panosot  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Benjamin Michael Quast Mechanical Engineering
Cameron Harry Roberts Chemical Engineering
Kenneth Andrew Robinson  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Alexander Maximilian Sankauskas  
Mechanical Engineering
Simon Alexander Schulz Mechanical Engineering
Joel Mark Stanley Computer Systems Engineering
Martin Paul Stone  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Wei Yan Teo Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Alexander William Thiele  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Daniel Sing Giat Ting  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Rebecca Jane Usher Mechanical Engineering
Jakub Wilk Civil and Structural Engineering
David John Wilke  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jason Lindsay Willson Mining Engineering
Jarod Charles Winders  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Trinh Xuan Vinh Petroleum Engineering
Luke Jonathan Zadow Mechanical Engineering
Valentin Zarkhin Mechanical Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering with 
Honours and Bachelor of Arts
Henry Charles Powell Ellis 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Computer Graphics
Na Xu
Degree of Bachelor of Computer Science
Matthew Ray Everett Allpress Computer Science
Cheng Weisheng Wilson
Anthony Brian Hards Computer Science
Abdul Rahman Mohamed Noor
Ng Chiang Lin





Degree of Bachelor of Engineering
Airaf Afzal Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Abdulaziz Mohammed O Baltyoor  
Petroleum Engineering
Adam William Cundy Mechanical Engineering
Christopher John Gaetjens  
Mechatronic Engineering
Anthony John Hunt Mechatronic Engineering
Hui Ke Jia Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Peijia Jia Civil and Structural Engineering
Ana Knezevic Mechatronic Engineering
Ana Knezevic Mining Engineering
Benjamin John Lewis  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Yi-Li Phoenix Liao  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
See Teck Lim Chemical Engineering
Peng Lin Mechatronic Engineering
Adeel Mahmood 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Prasanna Man Singh  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Daniel John McHendrie Chemical Engineering
Sirul Asrar Mustafa Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Cheong Chuin Weng 
Mechanical Engineering
Alexandra Paige Proctor 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Daniel Gregory Stevens Mechanical Engineering
Quynh Nhi Tran Pharmaceutical Engineering
Lasitha Dhananjana Weeraratne 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Zhao Yang Mechanical Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Mathematical and 
Computer Sciences
Ming Chi
Matthew Charles Fimeri Pure Mathematics
Oliver Mark Gissing Applied Mathematics
Hoang-Duc Le
George Leonard Sainsbury
Alexander Nigel Streeter  
Pure Mathematics and Statistics
Yangrui Wu
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Faculty of Health Sciences
School of Dentistry
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Uyen Tran Kieu Ha
thesis: Interaction between Enamel, Porcelain and 
a Gold Alloy: an In Vitro Wear Study
Degree of Doctor of Clinical Dentistry
Tina Sheng Lynn Choo
thesis: Effect of Platelet-Derived Growth Factor-BB 
on Bone Formation around Dental Implants: An 
Experimental Study in Sheep
Peter Bor Yenn Foo
thesis: Facial Aesthetics and Psychological 
Outcome Assessment Following Treatment of  
Non-Syndromic Cleft Patients
Emma Dominique Megson
thesis: C-Reactive Protein, Periodontitis and 
Systemic Inflammation
Sara Anne Roberts
thesis: Evaluation of Salivary Flora Acidogenicity 
Under Acidic Conditions for Prediction of 
Cariogenic Potential During Fixed Orthodontic 
Treatment
Degree of Master of Science in Dentistry
Syatirah Najmi Abdullah
thesis: An Investigation of Porphyromonas 
gingivalis Peptidylarginine Deiminase:  
A Putative Virulence Factor in an Animal Model of 
Inflammation








Isaac Jian Xiang Liau
Degree of Bachelor of Dental Surgery
Thakshayini Balachandra
School of Medicine
Degree of Doctor of Medicine
Helen Siobhan Marshall
thesis: Vaccinology - A Public Health Revolution
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Emily Renee Alvino
thesis: The Role of the Cumulus Oocyte Complex 
During Ovulation
Glenn Neville Borlace
thesis: Helicobacter Pylori: Reduced Phagocytic 
Killing and Altered Phagosome Maturation in 
Primary Human Macrophages
Scott Daniel Copley
thesis: Statin mediated vasodilation in the 
vaculature
Clemence Due
thesis: A Discursive Analysis of Media 
Representations of Belonging in Australia
Stuart John Ekberg
thesis: Making Arrangements: Remote proposal 
sequences and attendant structural phenomena in 
social interaction
Emma Joan Gordon
thesis: Defining the role of myeloid cells in 
the regulation of developmental, tumour and 
inflammation-stimulated lymphangiogenesis
Peter Michael Grace
thesis: Two methods of biomarker discovery: 
applications in neuropathic pain and 
pharmacotherapy
Zoe Louise Jordan
thesis: International Collaboration in Health 
Sciences Research: Manna, Myth and Model
Zlatko Kopecki
thesis: Effect of Flightless Protein on Skin 
Architecture, Cellular Responses and 
Epidermolysis Bullosa
Marijeta Kurtin
thesis: An Investigation into the Mental Health 
Needs of Adolescents in Rural Areas of  
South Australia
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Edward John Palmer
thesis: The Design, Development and Evaluation  
of an Online, Interactive, Formative Assessment 
Tool for Medical Education
Alicia Marie Piteo
thesis: Sleep and snoring in infancy: Prevalence 
and effects on cognitive development, maternal 
mental health and family functioning
Kylie Amanda Porritt
thesis: A Discursive Analysis of Contemporary 
Literature Examining Qualitative Research Findings 
in Evidence-Based Health Care
Fiona Rillotta
thesis: Family Quality of Life of Australian Families 
with a Member with an Intellectual/Developmental 
Disability: Measurement issues
Benjamin Peter Stone
thesis: The Development and Assessment of the 
Semantic Fields Model of Visual Salience
Ozlem Tunc
thesis: Investigation of the Role of Oxidative Stress 
in Male Infertility
Lora Vanis
thesis: The role of gastric and small intestinal 
mechanisms in postprandial hypotension
Degree of Master of Psychology (Clinical)/
Doctor of Philosophy
Peter Neville Chamberlain
thesis: Self murder: Suicide and the intolerable 
state of a fragmented self
Phillip John Tully
thesis: Depression, Anxiety and Morbidity 
Outcomes After Cardiac Surgery
Degree of Master of Alcohol and Drug 
Studies
Michael McDonough
Degree of Master of Grief and Palliative 
Care Counselling
Po-Ling Tu








Degree of Master of Nursing Science
Norasyikin Hassan
Nah Siew Noy
Degree of Master of Occupational Health 
and Safety
Muhammad Masood Kadir
Degree of Master of Psychology (Health)
Lucy-Kate Werner
Degree of Master of Psychology 








Degree of Master of Public Health
Ingrid Helen Kowalewski Flight
thesis: Underlying behavioural factors in the 
development of a “use of periconceptional folate 
supplementation” scale: and exploratory factor 




Graduate Diploma in Addiction and Mental 
Health
Michelle Louise Haine
Graduate Diploma in Alcohol and Drug 
Studies
Philip Michael Crowley
Donald Yew Kim Tan
Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Anaesthetic and Recovery Nursing)
Hui Xiugai
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Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Perioperative Nursing)
Melissa Jones





Graduate Diploma in Psychology
Eva Julianna Vekas
Graduate Diploma in Psychological 
Sciences
Victoria Kate Stringer









Graduate Certificate in Biostatistics
Nicolette Anne Hodyl
Richard Edward A Knowling
Duncan Taylor






Graduate Certificate in Nursing Science 
(Apheresis Nursing)
Eva Driver
Graduate Certificate in Nursing Science 
(Infection Control Nursing)
Amy Maree York
Graduate Certificate in Public Health
Shriram Vaidia Nath
Lisa Gaye Smithers





Honours Degree of Bachelor of Health 
Sciences
Kathleen Therese Bereny 
Rural Health & Gender, Work & Social Inquiry
Nicola Massy-Westropp 
Anatomical Sciences
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Medical 
Science
Candice Maree Houda 
Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Sam Brocklehurst LaBroome 
Indigenous Health
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Psychology
Claire Jensen
Sarah Elizabeth Mary Patrick
Degree of Bachelor of Health Sciences
Siok Bie Kheng
Amanda Jane Neubauer 
Public Health
Navneet Kaur Sandhu
Ahmad Khairi Bin Zazali






Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Chelsea Lee Avard
thesis: Parallax: The Novel ‘After and Before Now’ 
and an Accompanying Exegesis ‘Experiencing the 
Ekphrastic Imaginary’
Larry Buttrose
thesis: ‘Blessed Kiss’ (Creative Work) and ‘The 
Author is the Book’ (Exegesis)
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Toni Noeline Denise Delany
thesis: To Entrap and Empower: Maternal 
Responsibility in an Age of Neo-Liberal Health
Katherine Miriam Doube
thesis: Looking in a Broken Mirror: Reflections on 
the Split Writer and the Visual Artist Character
Thomas McPharlin Ford
thesis: Between Aufklärung and Sturm und Drang: 
Leopold and Wolfgang Mozart’s View of the World
Natasha Jayne Howard
thesis: Whose Place Is It? Examining the  
Socio-Spatial Geography of Obesity in Young 
Adults for an Australian Context
Midori Kagawa-Fox
thesis: The Ethics of Japan’s Global Environmental 
Policy
Stephen John Lawrence
thesis: A Poetic of Disunity: Selves and Silence
Jillian Kay Marsh
thesis: A Critical Analysis of Decision-Making 
Protocols used in Approving a Commercial 
Mining Licence for the Beverley Uranium Mine 
in Adnyamathanha Country: Toward Effective 
Indigenous Participation in Caring for Cultural 
Resources
Jessica Lise Murrell
thesis: Postclassical Hollywood/Postmodern 
Subjectivity - Representation in Some ‘Indie/
Alternative’ Indiewood Films
Ahmad Salahuddin
thesis: Values in Agricultural Research and 
Development Management for Pro-Poor Impact: 
The Case of PETRRA Project, Bangladesh
Allen Glen Stafford
thesis: The Unexpected Transformations of 
Chinese International Students in Australia
Jared Damien Thomas
thesis: The Process and Importance of Writing 
Aboriginal Fiction for Young Adult Readers
Aramesh Zoghi
thesis: Aims, Expectations and Caring in Australian 
Year 12 ESL: A Case Study of Curriculum and 
Classroom Practice





Degree of Master of Arts (Creative Writing)
Dylan Tabiltja Coleman










Degree of Master of Arts (International 
Studies)
Pamela Hansman
Graduate Diploma in Art History
Prudence Elizabeth Gramp
Eleanor Janice Scicchitano
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Carolyn Therese Donaghey 
Anthropology and History
Stamatina Nicole Hasiotis Linguistics
Rebecca Grace Richards Anthropology
Anastasia Rusinova Anthropology
Honours Degree of Bachelor of 
Environmental Policy and Management
Nicholas Norbert Joseph de Rozario
Honours Degree of Bachelor of 
International Studies
Campbell Angus Massie Asian Studies
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Bryan Scott Atherton Philosophy and Psychology
Orla Rose Baker 
Anthropology and Geography and  
Environmental Studies
Benedict Lee Wei Xian English
Lauren Sarah Bonnici Politics
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Lawrence Wigg Brodie History
Kristina Dorniak-Wall Psychology
John Anthony Eldridge Politics
Howard Hou-Deck Fong Psychology
Toni Gemma Gilden History
Lauren Renee Gillespie Linguistics
Jordan Robert Harrison English and History
Irene Sze-Nga Ng Chinese and Japanese
Xiao Xi Jin Chinese and Psychology
Joshua Douglas Lagrutta History
Ian Yan Yat Li Psychology
Yongyuan Liao Philosophy
Sarah Louise Litchfield Anthropology
Samuel Lymn Japanese
Alexandra Nell McKay French
Brynley Eric Millward History and Politics
Briony Erin Lynette Kate Morrison Anthropology
Melinda Jane Muller English and History
Sarah Pearce English and Linguistics
Daniella Marie Pepicelli Italian
Robert Quentin Porter Philosophy
Cameron John Retallick French
Lu Rosenthal Chinese and Economics
Taryn Lee Ryan International Studies
Victoria Alice Sainsbury Classics
Elaine Dorothy Scott Philosophy
Ammon Joseph Stephenson  
History and Linguistics
Mark Peter Symes 
Geographical and Environmental Studies
Lana Margaret Toogood English and French
Kieu Nhi Thi Tran Politics
Jessica Louise Tucker English and Linguistics
Zoe Terri Uili History
Andrew Graham Watson History
Brittany Jayde Willis International Studies




Degree of Bachelor of Environmental Policy 
and Management
Michael James Chadbourne





































Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences
Despoina Ruby Cameron 
Geographical and Environmental Studies
Shannon Leith Cloy Psychology
Krystle Denise Fiebig Anthropology
Katrina Monique Mathews Psychology
Aimee Karolyn Nabradi Anthropology















Elder Conservatorium of Music
Degree of Master of Music
Nathan James Bettcher
thesis: The Process of Music Making for Delivering 
Doctrine in the Christian Family Centre (an 
Adelaide Pentecostal Church)










Honours Degree of Bachelor of  
Music Studies
Christopher James Larkin




















Diploma in Music (Sound Engineering)











Certificate IV in Music (Jazz)
Kyrie Elise Anderson
Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Education: Wilto Yerlo
Advanced Certificate of Aboriginal Studies 
in Music
Conrad Blackman
Faculty of the Professions
School of Architecture, Landscape 
Architecture and Urban Design








Degree of Bachelor of Design Studies
Mohd Saifullah Bakri Architectural Studies
James Scott Cooper Architectural Studies
Jonathon Vrynios Architectural Studies
Business School
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Koh Hock Tee
thesis: Achieving High Organisational Performance: 
An Examination of the Importance of Formulation-
Implementation Balance, Receptive Culture and 
Proactive Capabilities
Olga Muzychenko
thesis: Empirical Investigation of International 
Opportunity Identification by Australian 
Entrepreneurs
Degree of Master of Accounting
Phang Heng How













Degree of Master of Accounting  
and Marketing
Wenmiao Wang
Degree of Master of Applied Finance
Alvin Seah Leng Tat
Ang Siew Choo
Atje Darmaseputro Juwanto
Kan Mun Meng Cindy
Loh Chuan Neng
Jackson Ng
Rodney Lim Keng Chai
Sim Poh Koon Adrian
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Degree of Master of Commerce (Marketing)
Lin Yao Gang
Graduate Diploma in Business 
Administration
Martin James Banham
Graduate Diploma in Commerce
Kanye Qian
Graduate Certificate in Business 
Administration
Debra Margaret Farrelly
Graduate Certificate in Management













Andrew John Cowan McKechnie
Anthony Peter Mitchell









Honours Degree of Bachelor of Finance
Claire Renata Ozols



































Degree of Bachelor of Commerce 
(Corporate Finance)
John Diep
















































Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Mark Christopher Dodd
thesis: Intertemporal Discounting as a Risk Factor 
for Obesity: An Economic Approach
Degree of Master of Economics 
(coursework)
Sumit Dutta
Degree of Master of Applied Economics
Sivasankar Pasupathy
Graduate Certificate in International 
Economics
Daniel Peter McMillan






Degree of Bachelor of Economics 
(International Agricultural Business)
Yiwei Sun
Professional Certificate in International 
Trade
Camilo Esparza Garcia
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School of Education
Degree of Master of Educational Studies
Adeline Lynn Quek Hui-Lin

















Presented by the, 
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
John Gava
thesis: Sir Owen Dixon: A Strict and Complete 
Legalist? His Contract Decisions Examined
Degree of Master of Business Law
Huynh Thi Sinh Hien
Paramasinta Sitaresmi
Degree of Master of Laws
Heath William Evans


























Kieu Nhi Thi Tran
Jessica Louise Tucker
Vu Dinh Huan Do







Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
David John Brautigan
thesis: Chemistry, Phytotoxicity and Remediation  
of Alkaline soils
Sarah Catherine Bray
thesis: Mitochondrial DNA Analysis of the Evolution 
and Genetic Diversity of Ancient and Extinct Bears
Nicole Marie Cain
thesis: Towards the Synthesis of the Monoterpene 
Furanoid Oxides via the Ozonolysis of Bicyclic 
Bridged 1,2-Dioxines
Soolim Carney
thesis: The Ecology of the Koala (Phascolarctos 




thesis: Electronic Collisions with Molecules of 
Biological Relevance
Kerrie Elise Deller
thesis: Sedimentological Facies, Internal 
Architecture and Evolution of Deep Marine Fans 
of the Tithonian Angel Formation, Northwestern 
Dampier Sub-basin, North West Shelf, Australia
Jai Andrew Denton
thesis: From Model Organism to Industrial 
Workhorse
Greg Ferguson
thesis: Impacts of River Regulation, Drought and 
Exploitation on the Fish of a Degraded, Australian 
Estuary: with Particular Reference to the Life-history 
of the Sciaenid, Argyrosomus japonicus
Tomas Koudelka
thesis: Casein Proteins: Investigating Their 
Chaperone Activity And Amyloid Fibril Formation
Gabriela Olga Lankin Vega
thesis: Interactions between Plutella xylostella, 
Diadegma semiclausum and some generalist 
predators on Brassica crops
Ming Li
thesis: Identification and Expression Analyses of 
Genes Involved in Early Endosperm Development 
in Arabidopsis and Cereals
Tommaso Liccioli
thesis: Improving fructose utilization in wine yeast 
using adaptive evolution
Andrew Henry Mark Lloyd
thesis: The origin and characterisation of new 
nuclear genes originating from a cytoplasmic 
organellar genome
Mohammad Lotfolah Hamedani
thesis: Orebody Modelling for Exploration:  
The Western Mineralisation, Broken Hill
Gregory Maxwell Lyle
thesis: “I can’t be Green if I’m in the Red”: 
Combining Precision Agriculture and Remote 
Sensing Technologies for Sub Field and Regional 
Decision Making
Lauren Joy McAllister
thesis: Pathogenesis of Streptococcus 
pneumoniae
Peter John Moran
thesis: Impact of Dynamical Fermions on the 
Vacuum of Quantum Chromodynamics
Magdalene Papadopoulos
thesis: Characterisation of Shigella flexneri 
polysaccharide co-polymerase (PCP) protein Wzz
Nicholas Leslie Payne
thesis: Approaches to Understanding the 
Population Dynamics and Behaviour of Sepia 
Apama in Northern Spencer Gulf
Christian Paul Preuss
thesis: Diverse Functions of the HvPHT1 
Phosphate Transporters and Genetic Variation in 
the Phosphate use Efficiency of Triticum Aestivum
Brett Peter Thomas
thesis: Coastal acid sulfate soil processes in 
Barker Inlet, South Australia
Arian Dana Wallach
thesis: Reviving Ecological Functioning through 
Dingo Restoration
Stephen Christopher Warren-Smith
thesis: Fluorescence-Based Chemical Sensing 
Using Suspended-Core Microstructured  
Optical Fibres
Degree of Master of Agricultural Science
Stephen John Talbot
thesis: Introgression of Genetic Material from 
Primary Synthetic Hexaploids into an Australian 
Bread Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)
Degree of Master of Sustainability
Bianca Jean Nash-Smith
Graduate Diploma in Viticulture
Yi Ming Zhu
Graduate Diploma in Wine Business
Camilla Cesari
Graduate Certificate in Wine Business
Samuel Richard Barlow
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Honours Degree of Bachelor of Science
Mazen Ali S Alzahrani 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Simon Andre Curtis Physics
Sarah Marie Greenslade Animal Science
Mohammed Jebreel A Hakami 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Matthew Lloyd Environmental Biology
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(High Performance Computational Physics)
Benjamin James Owen
Degree of Bachelor of Agricultural Science
Craig Newton Simes





Degree of Bachelor of Science
Christopher Wade Carson 
Physics and Theoretical Physics
Anastasia Costopoulos 
Environmental Geoscience, Geophysics  
and Geology
Royce Dillon Haese 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Bonnie Joanne Henderson 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Evan William Jones 
Geology and Applied Mathematics
Kimberly Peta McCallum Ecology and Wildlife
Sean Robert O’Sullivan 
Environmental Geoscience and Geology  
and Geophysics
Katherine Ann Pearce 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Liam Val Twigger 
Physics and Theoretical Physics
Amy Rebecca White Ecology
Lyron Juan Winderbaum Chemistry
Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Agricultural Science)
Samantha Kate Haby 
Crop and Pasture Science







Degree of Bachelor of Science (Biomedical 
Science)
Rachelle Babb 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Ervin Ender Kara 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
George McKenzie Opie 
Pharmacology and Physiology
Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(EcoChemistry)
Mitchell Terry Browne 
Environmental Geoscience and Chemistry
Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(Jurisprudence)
Kiara Jade Zerella





The following degrees were conferred on  
31 July 2011.
Faculty of Engineering, Computer 
and Mathematical Sciences
School of Engineering
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Ibrisam Akbar
thesis: Debonding Mechanisms of Fibre 
Reinforced Polymer Strengthened Steel Members
Qing Nian Chan
thesis: Development of Instantaneous Temperature 
Imaging in Sooty Flames
Zhonghao Hu
thesis: Solutions for Hard-to-Tag Objects in UHF 
RFID Systems
Hyuk Jin Lee
thesis: Random Access Schemes for Multichannel 
Communication and Multipacket Reception in 
Wireless Networks
Yi Dong Li
thesis: Preserving Privacy in Data Publishing and 
Analysis
Wade Lucas
thesis: The Discrete Rotation Behaviour of 
Reinforced Concrete Beams Under Shear Loading
Louise Moylan
thesis: Small Aboriginal Enterprise: Re-thinking  
the Silent Dichotomy of their Uncomfortable  
Two-World Situation
Mustarum Musaruddin
thesis: Automatic Fault Analysis in Power Systems 
via Application Service Provider
Simon Jonathan Nordestgaard
thesis: Phenolic Extraction and Juice Expression 
During White Wine Production
Myles Leonard Maurice Regan
thesis: A Numerical Investigation into the Potential 
to Enhance Natural Gas Recovery in Water-drive 
Gas Reservoirs through the Injection of CO2
Jacques Sayers
thesis: Seismic Interpretation of the Eastern 
Gippsland Basin with Application to Fault Seal 
Analysis in Carbon Dioxide Storage Leads
Ali Afkari Sayyah
thesis: The Design of Power Combined Oscillators 
Suitable for Millimeter-Wave Development
Philip Joseph van Eyk
thesis: Quantitative in-situ Measurements of 
Sodium Release During the Combustion of Brown 
Coal using Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence
Vipasiri Vimonses
thesis: Development of Multifunctional 
Nanomaterials and Adsorption - Photocatalysis 
Hybrid System for Wastewater Reclamation
Connell Wood
thesis: Examination of the Potential for Reuse of 
Chromated Copper Arsenate Wood Waste by Nitric 
Acid Pulping
Degree of Master of Engineering Science
Manjot Kaur Toor
thesis: Removal of Toxic Pollutants from Industrial 
Wastewater by Australian Clay Mineral
Yongling Zhao
thesis: Study of Activated Carbon/Methanol 
Adsorption Refrigeration Tube and System 
Integration
Degree of Master of Applied Project 
Management
Abdulaziz Ibrahim Altukhais
Sami Salem A Alzahrani
Salem Mohammed S Shuaib
Degree of Master of Applied Project 
Management Advanced
Golnoush Ahmadi Abhari
Degree of Master of Applied Project 
Management (Defence)
Jefri Silitonga
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Degree of Master of Computer Science
Cheng Cheng











Nhu Cuong Do 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Leiyuan Guo 
Chemical Engineering - Environment and 
Sustainability
Ruifeng Huang Telecommunications Engineering
Dongyang Li Civil and Structural Engineering
Jiawei Li Civil and Structural Engineering
Rongtao Liu  
Chemical Engineering - Environment and 
Sustainability
Meillyta Civil and Structural Engineering
Yanwei Pan Electrical Engineering
Lina Qian Electrical Engineering
Erinto Simbolon  
Chemical Engineering - Energy and Combustion
Sarwo Edhy Sofyan Mechanical Engineering
Meng Wang Civil and Structural Engineering
Wei Xi Mechanical Engineering
Lei Xiao  
Chemical Engineering - Food and Bio Processing
Fei Yang Telecommunications Engineering
Behnam Zakavi Mechanical Engineering
Zhang Qian Telecommunications Engineering
Yangfan Zhou Civil and Structural Engineering
Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Advanced) (Mechatronics)
Hao Huang
Sergio David Palacio Vanegas
Degree of Master of Engineering  
(Chemical Engineering)
Tu Hoang Anh Le
Degree of Master of Engineering  
(Civil and Environmental Engineering)
Jiawen Zeng
Wang Zhe
Degree of Master of Engineering  
(Civil and Structural Engineering)
Chirasmriti Prakash Shrestha
Degree of Master of Engineering  
(Electrical and Electronic Engineering)











Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Mechanical Engineering)





















Degree of Master of Petroleum Engineering
Tejaswy Appalla
Jose Manuel Bermudez Gonzalez
Rakesh Kumar Burugu













































Degree of Master of Sciences (Defence)
Andrew James Heitmann
Patrick Thomas Jenkinson
Martin Wong Yun Fatt
Degree of Master of Water Resources 
Management
Jose Carlos Garcia Sanchez
Huanfei Meng
Jose Tomas Monares Danobeytia
Samuel Sutanto
Mohammadebrahim Tadayyon
Graduate Diploma in Computer Science
Michael Dean Foster
Graduate Diploma in Sciences (Defence)
Paul Allen Teagle
Graduate Diploma in Sciences (Defence 
Signal Information Processing)
Trevor Robert Jackson
Graduate Diploma in Water Resources 
Management
Nahla Abed Abbas
Mohammed Abdulkhaleq Mahdi Al-Bakri
Jasim Mohammed Ali
Dhifaf Abdulelah Mahdi Al-Khafaji
Haider Hasan Alwan Al-Tameemi
Mahnd A. Nayf Younis
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Graduate Certificate in Computer Science
Daniel Eduardo Padilla Baez
Graduate Certificate in Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship
Haroula Hariklia Nikas
Graduate Certificate in Marine Engineering
Brett McCormack
Graduate Certificate in Project Management
Matthew John Clark
Benjamin Matthew O’Brien
Aaron Cheng Hon Oh
Susan Williams







Honours Degree of Bachelor of  
Computer Science
Yibing Jia Computer Science
Johannes Rex Keen Computer Science
Jack Wighton Simpson Computer Science
Honours Degree of Bachelor of 
Mathematical and Computer Sciences
Bonnie Marie Haselgrove Pure Mathematics
Sylvia Ann Ozols Pure Mathematics
Goffredo Teodoro Aristeo Tinagli  
Applied Mathematics
Adam Tunney Applied Mathematics
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering  
with Honours
Baines Andrew Bruce Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Paul Burdett  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Toby David James Callaghan Mining Engineering
David Patrick Careym Mechatronic Engineering
Kevin Chan Chemical Engineering
Yeow Hun Chan Mechatronic Engineering
James Michael Chervatin  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Adam Leonard Cook Mechanical Engineering
Dang Khoa Nguyen Mechanical Engineering
Jie Dong Telecommunications
Pawel Henryk Dyner 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Luke Charles Francou Mechatronic Engineering
Jason Singh Gaekwad 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
David Matthew Goodwin Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Edmund Gross Mechanical Engineering
Chuan He Telecommunications
Garvin Kar Wai Ho Civil and Structural Engineering
Michael John Holzinger  
Computer Systems Engineering
Samuel Rohan Hurst 
Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
Xiaojia Jin 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Andrew Christopher Kadis 
Mechatronic Engineering




Esther Joy Adjoa Lang  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Cameron William Leake Mechanical Engineering
Warren Li Yung Lung Mechanical Engineering
Kang Liu Civil and Structural Engineering
Wentao Liu Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Jonathon Gregory Lovell Aerospace Engineering
Xiaojun Luo Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Zhihao Mao Civil and Structural Engineering
Anthony-James Marrone  
Computer Systems Engineering
Daniel Wade Miller 
Civil and Structural Engineering and Civil and 
Environmental Engineering
Justin Leslie Montgomery 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Peter Lindsay Morris Pharmaceutical Engineering
Nurul Najmi Mothar  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Xinzhong Mu Mechanical Engineering
Jack Scott Parsons Mechanical Engineering
Tien-En Joel Phua 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Konrad Karol Pilch Mechatronic Engineering
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Jia Qian Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Drew Rayner Ravalico Mechatronic Engineering
Thomas Rafe Shelton Mechanical Engineering
Thomas John Snell Mining Engineering
Song Mun Choong 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Jedd Ilija Stojakovic Mining Engineering
Thomas Stephen Sykes 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Leng Yang Tan  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Thomas Jake Treloar 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Michael Francis Van Senden 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Junbin Wang Civil and Structural Engineering
Yi Wang Civil and Structural Engineering
Matthew Winter Computer Systems Engineering
Gensui Zhou Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering with 
Honours and Bachelor of Arts
Adrian Patrick Miles Mechanical Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering with 
Honours and Bachelor of Science
Cameron James Bates 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering and Physics
Degree of Bachelor of Computer Graphics
Edward Joseph McEwan
Degree of Bachelor of Computer Science
Cai Yan Computer Science
Seng Yee Chua
Han Meiyi
Xiaoming He Computer Science
Hun Chee Fu
Paul George Karippaparambil
Matthew James Mitchell Computer Science
Alexis Lyth Sabarre Computer Science
Ye Tian Computer Science
Xiong Hao Computer Science
Liuliu Zhao Computer Science





Degree of Bachelor of Engineering
Marie Sophia Beerbaum 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Shu Chen Civil and Structural Engineering
Andrew Chua Mechanical Engineering
Shan Cong Civil and Structural Engineering
Allan John Cordner 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Vahid Daneshjou Mechanical Engineering
Constantine Filippou Mechanical Engineering
Foo Fang Ting Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Anthony Haynes  
Mechatronic Engineering
Danny Thac Ho Mechatronic Engineering
Jian Li Civil and Structural Engineering
Mark Lim Xian Yu 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Daniel Sion McCaffrey Mechanical Engineering
Roger Jasper Middlemis 
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Stefan Nagy Mechanical Engineering
Mathew John Nield Mechanical Engineering
Jason Kees Parkin Mining Engineering
Jake William Phoenix Aerospace Engineering
Todd Sandercock Mechanical Engineering
Brenton Scott Schuster Mechanical Engineering
Hui Ern Song Mechatronic Engineering
Li Xiong Song Civil and Structural Engineering
Divya Taneja 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Quoc Hung Tran Aerospace Engineering
Anja Vingelis  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Matthew John Zacher  
Pharmaceutical Engineering
Jamal Zadeh 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Zuo Zhen Telecommunications
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Degree of Bachelor of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship
Ang Seow Hua
Muhammad Mazlan Bin Jaffar
Fangren Caleb Kow
Ooi Brian Joseph
Degree of Bachelor of Science in the 
Faculty of Mathematical and Computer 
Sciences
Miriam Amena Khan
Degree of Bachelor of Mathematical and 
Computer Sciences
Geoffrey William Baddams Statistics
Elefterios Pantelis Privopoulos 
Applied Mathematics
Jie Ye Applied Mathematics
Faculty of Health Sciences
School of Dentistry
Degree of Doctor of Clinical Dentistry
Zainab Hamudi
thesis: Genetic and environmental influences on 
variation in overbite, overjet and tooth wear
Dinesh Sanmuganathan
thesis: The Role of the Osteocyte in Orthodontic 
Tooth Movement in the Rat Dento-Alveolar 
Complex
Aaron Nicholas Shiao Ming Seet
thesis: An in-vitro Evaluation of the Effectiveness of 
Endodontic Irrigants, with and without Sonic and 
Laser Activation, in the Eradication of Enterococcus 
faecalis Biofilm
Vu Thanh My Anh
thesis: An in vitro study to investigate the 
remineralization potential of demineralized dentine 
under crowns




Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Christine Mary Barry
thesis: Characterising the role of the neuropeptide 
substance P in experimental subarachnoid 
haemorrhage
Kathleen Margaret Berry
thesis: A Comparative Study of Pattern 
Engineering: For the Current Size and Shape of 
Australian Women
Danny Camfferman
thesis: Eczema, Sleep and Daytime Functioning  
in Children
Huater Chan
thesis: Roles of Actin Remodelling Proteins, 
Gelsolin and Flightless-I in Epidermal Wound 
Healing
Rosa Chung
thesis: Cellular and Molecular Mechanisms 
Involved in Bony Tissue Repair of Injured Growth 
Plate Cartilage in Rats
Natalie Cutri
thesis: Clinical Studies of Patients with Acute 
Coronary Syndromes in the Absence of Obstructive 
Coronary Artery Disease
Allan Michael Cyna
thesis: The HATCh Trial: Hypnosis Antenatal 
Training for Childbirth
Kayla Chelsey de la Haye
thesis: The role of Friends in Adolescent 
Overweight and Weight-Related Behaviors:  
A Social Network Perspective
Jane Rebecca Engler
thesis: Cell Lineage, Cell Maturity and BCR-ABL: 
Factors Which Influence Imatinib Uptake in Chronic 
Myeloid Leukaemia
Chia Ming Fan
thesis: Prevention of Methotrexate Chemotherapy-




thesis: Characterisation of Biofilms in Chronic 
Rhinosinusitis and its Clinical and Immunological 
Consequences
Lucia Gagliardi
thesis: Regulation of Cortisol Secretion in Humans; 
Relation to Vasopressin Action at the Adrenals in 
Macronodular and Micronodular Adrenocortical 
Tumours and Well-Being in Addison’s Disease
Kristen Renee Georgiou
thesis: Role of WNT/ß-Catenin and CXCL12/CXCR4 
Signalling Axes in the Damage and Recovery of 
the Bone Marrow Microenvironment Following 
Methotrexate Chemotherapy
Jeremy Paul Goldring
thesis: The Development of an Implicit Association 
Test for Measuring Forgiveness
Jonathon Frederick Hutton
thesis: The Role of BMP4 in the Ex vivo Expansion 
of Cord Blood Haemopoietic Stem Cells
Moira Fay Jenkins
thesis: Workplace Bullying: The Perceptions of 
the Target, the Alleged Perpetrator and the HR 
Professional
Darryl Leong
thesis: The Role of Myocardial Fibrosis and 
Ventricular Mechanical Dyssynchrony in the 
Pathogenesis and Treatment of Contractile 
Myocardial Dysfunction
King Hwa Ling
thesis: Identification and Characterisation of 
Novel Transcripts Involved in the Proliferation, 
Differentiation and Development Networks of the 
Mouse Cerebral Cortex
Min Ling
thesis: Some Laboratory and Clinical Aspects of 
Haemophilia A
Fernando Marmolejo Ramos
thesis: A Graded-Embodied Theory Account for 
the Processing of Emotional Stimuli. The Case of 
Sentences, Images, and Faces
Rowena Elizabeth Anne Newcombe
thesis: Cellular Pathology and Apoptosis in 
Experimental and Human Acute and Chronic 
Compressive Myelopathy
Jillian Nicholl
thesis: Detection of DNA Copy Number Imbalance 
using Array CGH
Michael Edward O’Callaghan
thesis: The Australian Cerebral Palsy Research 
Study β Epidemiological & Genetic Associations 
with Cerebral Palsy
Christine Lorraine Redmond
thesis: Hand Conditions Associated with Diabetes: 
an observational study characterising hand function
Natasha Mireille Rogers
thesis: Modulation of Antigen Presenting Cell 
Function to affect Innate and Adaptive Immune 
Responses: Implications for Organ Transplantation
Darling Macarena Rojas-Canales
thesis: Studies of Clinically Applicable Human 
Tolerogenic Dendritic Cells and PD-L2 Genetic 
Modification of Human Islet Allograft to Promote 
Graft Tolerance
Jarrod John Sandow
thesis: Regulation of the BH3-only protein PUMA 
by growth factor signalling
Luke Aaron Schneider
thesis: The Influence of Cerebral Lateralisation 
on the Behaviour of the Domestic Dog (Canis 
familiaris)
Amelia Kate Searle
thesis: Predictors of Children’s Classroom 
Engagement and Educational Resilience across 
the Preschool-School Transition
Susan Patricia Selby
thesis: Back Home: Distress in Re-entering Cross-
cultural Missionary Workers and the Development 
of a Theoretical Framework for Clinical 
Management
Deepti Singhal
thesis: Bacterial & Fungal Biofilms in Chronic 
Rhinosinusitis
James Arthur Slattery
thesis: Modulation of Mechanosensitive Gastro-
Oesophageal Vagal Afferents by Novel Targets
Timothy Nicholas Spencer
thesis: The functional and molecular 
consequences of oxidation in the skeletal muscle 
myofilament
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Sarah Kathryn Thompson
thesis: Isolated Tumour Cells in Oesophageal 
Cancer: Applying the Sentinel Lymph Node 
Concept
Andrew Vakulin
thesis: The Effects of Sleep Restriction and Alcohol 
on Simulated Driving and Cortical Function in 
Obstructive Sleep Apnoea
Patricia Wheaton
thesis: The impact of pharmacological treatments 
on outcome after adult traumatic brain injury: What 
does the research show?
Thomas Philip Wycherley
thesis: Lifestyle Intervention Strategies for Type 2 
Diabetes Management
Degree of Master of Medical Science
Angelo Carbone
thesis: The Effects of Omega-3 Fatty Acids in 
an Ovine Model of Anthracycline-induced Non-
ischaemic Cardiomyopathy
Degree of Master of Surgery
Christopher Ian William Lauder
thesis: Peritoneal Adhesion Formation and 
Modulation
Degree of Master of Psychology (Clinical)
Andrea Rachel Gregory
Degree of Master of Grief and Palliative 
Care Counselling
Peter Lawrence
Degree of Master of Health Economics  
and Policy
James Christopher Doidge
Degree of Master of Nursing Science
Elisa Jane Gardiner
Degree of Master of Psychology 




















Graduate Diploma in Grief and Palliative 
Care Counselling
Therese Gates










Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Anaesthetic and Recovery Nursing)
Chantelle Marie Thorne
Xiaoli Zhu













Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Community Health and Primary Care)
Brigid Ann Coombe




















Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Mental Health Nursing)












Susan Emily Victoria Smith
Gabrielle Nicole Vigar






Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Perioperative Nursing)
Colleen Judy Finn




Graduate Diploma in Psychological 
Sciences
Lucia Allamandi Schwenker
Graduate Diploma in Public Health
Christine Cope
Heather Anne Webb
Graduate Certificate in Alcohol and  
Drug Studies
Carol Joy Pearson
Graduate Certificate in Biostatistics
Blair Sydney Grace






Graduate Certificate in Grief and Palliative 
Care Counselling
Lynn Newman
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Graduate Certificate in Nursing Science 
(Retrieval Nursing)
Di Williams









Degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and 
Bachelor of Surgery
Hussain Mohammed Halawani
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Health 
Sciences
Sarron Yael Randall-Demllo Paediatrics
Degree of Bachelor of Health Sciences
Benjamin Kofi Adih Neuroscience and Pathology
Raima Amin 
Neuroscience and Reproductive Health and 
Pathology
Shirley Kit-Ying Chung Pathology
James Christopher Doidge
George Anthony Heliotis Public Health
Samuel James Lehman Public Health
Shahzana Dahlia Rhasbudin Shah 
Pharmacology
Thanasi Samaras Public Health
Mingshu Yan Public Health
Degree of Bachelor of Nursing
Precious Hannah Mojica













Wan Afrah Wan Ahmad Nizar
Yiyi Xiong
Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Mark Bode
thesis: Isaiah Berlin and the Problem of Counter-
Enlightenment Liberalism
Jennifer Buckley
thesis: Ageing in the 21st Century - Are Baby 
Boomers Prepared? A study of preparation for later 
life in a context of social change
Shannon Joseph Burns
thesis: Corpus: Fictional ‘Exposures’ and Writing 
‘Trauma’
Poh Yoke Chu
thesis: Picture Book Reading in a New Arrival 
Context: A Multimodal Perspective on Teaching 
Reading
John Claridge
thesis: Bacchus on Tour: Tasting Wine and  
Sensing Place
Dylan Tabiltja Coleman
thesis: Narrative as healing: centering the 
Aboriginal voice Exegesis for minya wunyi gu 
wonga
Tariq Elyas
thesis: Diverging Identities: An Exploration of the 




thesis: Desire and Its Disastrous Results: 
Re-Examining Morality and Ambivalence in the 
Literature of Feminine Masochism
Ben Revi
thesis: Constructing Citizens: Social Policy and the 
State-Citizen Relationship
Leah Marie Skrzypiec
thesis: A Radical Alternative? A Re-Evaluation of 
Chantal Mouffe’s Radical Democratic Approach
Wanlapat Soithong
thesis: Social Capital, People’s Political 
Participation and Institutional Performance of Local 
Government in the North of Thailand
Hannah Louise Stark
thesis: Deleuze’s Differential Ontology and the 
Problem of Ethics
Miguel Syjuco
thesis: Autoplagiarist: An Exegesis of the Novel 
Ilustrado
Degree of Master of Arts
Robert John Armstrong
thesis: La Politique de la Diversité: la Nomination 
aux Postes de Gouvernement des Personnes de 
Couleur Sous la Présidence de Jacques Chirac et 
de Nicolas Sarkozy
Thirumurugan Ponnusamy
thesis: Knowledge-based Expert System for 
Agricultural Land Use Planning
Reginald John Taylor
thesis: Objects of Desire: A Collection of Short 
Stories
Degree of Master of Arts (Applied 
Linguistics)
Elfia
Degree of Master of Arts (Creative Writing)
Sarah Naomi Annesley
Amy Nicole Moran



















Degree of Master of Arts (Studies in Art 
History) and Master of Arts (Curatorial and 
Museum Studies)
Tai Danielle Spruyt












Graduate Diploma in Environmental  
Policy and Management
Philip Deegan
Le Cordon Bleu Graduate Diploma  
in Gastronomy
Makala Ellen Ffrench
Jacqueline Merlyn Anne Singh
Joanna White
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Graduate Diploma in International Studies
Angel Damjanovic
Yuan Fang
Graduate Certificate in Applied Linguistics
Jeanette Danka Marszal
Graduate Certificate in Art History
Sonya Ruth Murchland
Serena Kay Wong







Graduate Certificate in International Studies
Paul Donald Huntley
Graduate Certificate in Spatial  
Information Science
Michael Jason Aldous








Honours Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Brittany Lorain Fischer History
Gemma Lynn Parker Politics
Robert Quentin Porter Philosophy
Samantha Raye Pyne Anthropology
Cherie Yvonne Steele Politics
Honours Degree of Bachelor of 
International Studies
Thomas William Douglas Politics
Steven Peter Smith Politics
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Matthew Luke Agius History and Politics
Frances Catherine Altree History
Emma Kate Andrew French
Dominik Aniszewski Philosophy and Politics
Carlos Daniel Barca Psychology
Jessica Lea Bensch English
Beryl Pui Ning Wu Anthropology and Psychology
Lily Rose Black English
Alexandria Bridgen English
Sarah Elizabeth Brokensha English and History
Philip Brown Philosophy
Clare Eleanor Buckley History
Anna Marie Bulman Spanish
Nicholas James Burgess History
Nicola Esti Caon International Studies
Dalila Reparata Caruso Psychology
Beau-Luke Colton Psychology
Meghan Clare Connell Politics
Amelia Annabelle Cooper History
David James Daniells History
Vera Ada Daye Italian and Linguistics
Ekaterini Doupis Classics and Modern Greek
Vicki Drusetta Classics
Pamela Ann Dunsford Anthropology
Marija Filipovic Politics
Christopher Michael Fitzgerald History
Nicholas James Garsden English
Brett James Grear Psychology
Michael John Gurner International Studies
Lisa Anne Hahn Anthropology and Psychology
Anthony Brice Heywood-Smith Politics
Rosalind Anne Hill Anthropology
Thomas Evan Hodgson Politics
Marcin Lucas Holownia French
Thalea Fae Elizabeth Hurren English
Tessa Jane Hutson French and History
Thomas Alan Hutt English and Philosophy
Amy Jane Iveson Classics and German
Simon Francis Keith History
Claire King Bamford Latin and Linguistics
Danielle Korver International Studies
Philipp Kouzoubov History
Sonia Hope Laidlaw History and Politics
Caitlin Charlotte Lawless English
Georgia Kate Lawrence-Doyle History
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Peng Lu Chinese
Sophie Kathleen Martin Linguistics
Cara Roelina McCallum Linguistics
Patrick Martin McInerney Anthropology
Angela Susan Mcmillan English and History
Craig Robert Middleton Italian
Vanessa Morais Cury Spanish
Ellen Ashwin Morgan
Christiane Paul Morris English
Phoebe Claire Nicholls Philosophy and Politics
Kiranjit Kaur Nirbhai Singh Economics
Lydia Anne Okkerse Philosophy
Keiran Price English and Politics
Christian Reni History and Philosophy
Sophie Margaret Rogers Politics
Correne Anne Sandow Philosophy and Politics
Trisha Caroline Sawford Geography
Lachlan Robert Small Anthropology
Liam Nicholas Jose Somers Psychology
James William Stuchbery History
Catherine Louise Synnot 
Geographical and Environmental Studies
John Ernest Taylor History
Jessica Jacqueline Telfer History
Luke James Todd English
Stephen John Tulip French and Psychology
Pei Xuan Wan Japanese
Si Wang Chinese and International Studies
Paloma White Anthropology and Linguistics
Dana Ashley Whyte History
Thomas Brian Williams  
Gender, Work and Social Inquiry
Ashley Zviedrans Psychology





Maryke Christine Van Diermen



























Sarah Elizabeth Bowe Reid
Simon Paul Rogers




James Grant Yuanzhe Yong


























James Grant Yuanzhe Yong















Oliver Vincent Peter Shepherd
Glenn Phillip Smith







Elder Conservatorium of Music
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Julie Leanne Haskell
thesis: Notated and Implied Piano Pedalling  
c. 1780 - 1830
Sebastian Tomczak
thesis: On the Development of an Interface 
Framework in Chipmusic: Theoretical Context, 
Case Studies and Creative Outcomes
Melisande Dale Wright
thesis: Portfolio of Compositions and Exegesis:  
A Personal Interpretation of the Klezmer Tradition
Degree of Master of Music
Gabriella Joy Smart
thesis: Tristram Cary: Scenes from a  
Composer’s Life
Melanie Anne Walters
thesis: Crossing the Modernist-Postmodernist 
Divide: Performance Challenges in Late Twentieth 
Century Australian Flute Music
Degree of Master of Music  
(Performance and Pedagogy)
Yeping Niu
Graduate Diploma in Music Performance
Yeping Niu
Graduate Diploma in Music  
(Performance and Pedagogy)
Wei Ni
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Music 
(Performance)
Cecile Marion Ross
Honours Degree of Bachelor of  
Music Education
Martin Timothy Cheney
Esther Sing Chee Yu
Honours Degree of Bachelor of  
Music Studies
Peck Jin Gan
Degree of Bachelor of Education 
(Secondary Music)
Benjamin Leslie John Chambers





Degree of Bachelor of Music Studies
Sahil Bhatia
Diploma in Music (Sound Engineering)
Matt William Duggin
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Education: Wilto Yerlo
Presented by the , 
Associate Diploma in Aboriginal Studies  
in Music
Robert Leslie Syron
Faculty of the Professions
School of Architecture, Landscape 
Architecture and Urban Design





Degree of Master of Landscape Architecture
Katherine Dekok
Nathan Carl Noack
Degree of Master of Design in Digital Media
Yasser Razgan M Almutiri
Daniel Bigaj
Alexander Edward Brazier







Graduate Certificate of Design in  
Digital Media
Zahra Hakimhashemi
Degree of Bachelor of Design Studies
Justine Kaye Aldersey Architectural Studies
Duy Phat Huynh  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Troy Bevan Mason Architectural Studies
Oleg Tsimoshchanka Landscape Studies
Business School


































Nguyen Kim Quoc Trung
Nguyen Thi Hong Nhung






































Degree of Master of Accounting  
and Marketing
Pik Yan Chan
Tajinder Vijinder Singh Gandhi
Menghe Gao
Miao Liu











Nuresha Hiruni Wickramanayake Gamage
Xueting Huang
Tiffany Lou Ng Ong
Maria Sjoblom
Nora Mercedes Velutini Garcia
Mengyan Xu
Miao Yu










Quah Shuh Lih Cordelia
Seow Yihua Angeline
Tan Guowei
Thu Anh Nguyen Thi






















Har Weng Hoong Jack
Amanda Leanne Hawtin
Ho Kok Foong
Ho Tuck Poh James
Stephen Hooper
How Kian Shoon Bernard
Andrew Paul Jackson
Racheal Kennedy
Kevin Keng Hor Khaw
Kuik Yoong Hong
Lee Yoke Pei







Ngo Bee Hiang Josephine
Binh Ngo
Colin Gerard Nolan
Aaron Cheng Hon Oh




Raymond Ng Wee Guan
Rosanne Maria Rositano
Joanne Frances Sawyer






Tang Kai Yuan Michael
Tio Li Mei Jeanette
Juliana Tong Cherng Gek




Degree of Master of Business Research
Roseanne Celeste Healy
Nicole Desjardins Moschakis
Degree of Master of Commerce 
(Accounting)






Andrew William Thornborough Hayward
Kevin Husler
Anne Charlotte Cheong Sweet King
Wai Shan Lee
An Wai Aaron Leung
Chung Lun Julius Li
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Maria Del Mar Llamosas Fernandez
Wei Tan
Qin Wang
Degree of Master of Commerce (Marketing)






Janoah Elroy Van Kekem









































Graduate Diploma in Business 
Administration
Jason Michael Naylor Cockington
Andrew John Eastwood
Rita McPhail
Graduate Diploma in Commerce
Ricardo Andres Lazarte Lombardi
Jinhui Shi
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Graduate Diploma in Global Wealth 
Management
Yang Liu
Graduate Certificate in Business 
Administration
Linda Maria Angela Cecere
























































































Yonnie Tsz Yan Kan
























































































































Jacqueline Linh Kim Tran
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Degree of Bachelor of Finance











Andrew Chu Leung Lo
Nur Laila Mohd Nor




























Tran Thi Quynh Trang
Huagang Zhang



























































Graduate Certificate in Commerce
Qing Lu
School of Economics
Degree of Master of Economics
Benjamin Safari
thesis: New Immigrants in the Australian Labour 
Market: A Comprehensive Analysis of Employment, 
Entry Wages, Wage Mobility and Occupational 
Transition
Degree of Master of Economics 
(coursework)
Stefanie Viktoria Caroline Schulte
Degree of Master of Applied Economics
Jing Xia Han
Tiyamika Patience Warona Kanthambi




Degree of Master of Applied Economics 
(International)
Chi Chung William Leung
Nguyen The Long




Pham Ngoc Thien Anh
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Degree of Bachelor of Economics
Young Hee Ahn



















Degree of Bachelor of Economics 
(International Agricultural Business)
Therese Ellen Rhodes







Degree of Doctor of Education
Margaret Ann Cargill
thesis: Collaborative Interdisciplinary Publication 
Skills Education: Implementation and implications 
in international science research contexts

















Jenny Ariane Dina Sheldon
Li Mei Wang
Marziah Zarazillah






Graduate Certificate in Online Learning 
(Higher Education)
Linda Westphalen
Degree of Bachelor of Teaching
Brett James Grear
Law School
Degree of Doctor of Laws
Bradley Maxwell Selway
thesis: Publications Submitted for the Degree of 
Doctor of Laws
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Peter David Burdon
thesis: Earth Jurisprudence: Private Property and 
Earth Community
Degree of Master of Business Law
Davaasuren Bilegt
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Degree of Master of Laws
David Malcolm Wright
thesis: The New Law of Remedies




Graduate Certificate in Business Law
Natasha Grace Markovic
Degree of Bachelor of Laws with Honours











Degree of Bachelor of Laws with Honours
James Jonathan Ledward Apps
Lucinda Therese Buckley

























Ian Yan Yat Li














Professional Certificate in Arbitration
Mary Joy Retallack
Faculty of Sciences
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Kieren Rae Arthur
thesis: Genome sequence and variation in the 
Australian native Velvet tobacco mottle virus
Wahizatul Afzan Bt. Azmi
thesis: Impact of Willows on Aquatic Invertebrate 
Communities
Paul Donald Barnett
thesis: Local and Global Neural Mechanisms 
Underlying the Robust Velocity Coding of Natural 
Images
Leila Belle
thesis: Tyrosine Phosphatase Pez: A Novel 
Regulator of TGFß Signalling, Epithelial-
Mesenchymal Transition and Protein Secretion in 
Development and Cancer
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Nasrin Chowdhury
thesis: Soil Microbial Activity and Community 
Structure as Affected by Osmotic and Matric 
Potential
Mark Rocco Condina
thesis: Development of Sensitive Proteomic 
Approaches for Protein Tyrosine Phosphorylation 
Detection
Jennifer de Livera
thesis: Cadmium Enrichment in Paddy Rice Grain: 
Understanding the Effect of Soil Oxidation and 
Limiting the Risk through Soil and Foliar Treatments
Sonya Maree Diakiw
thesis: Characterisation of the Role of KLF5 
in Normal Haemopoiesis and Acute Myeloid 
Leukaemia
Martin Escoto-Rodriguez
thesis: Broad Crowned Trees and the Hydraulic 
Limitation Hypothesis
Paul Giacomin
thesis: The Role of Complement in Immunity to 
Nippostrongylus brasiliensis
Marcin Grabowicz
thesis: Biogenesis of Shigella flexneri IcsA Protein
Robert Harris
thesis: Identifying the Cause of Cereal Yield 
Decline in Lucerne Companion Cropping Systems; 
and the Role of Agronomy for Mitigating Cereal 
Productivity Losses
Tanya Lynn Henshall
thesis: Huntingtin Function During Zebrafish (Danio 
rerio) Development
Seth Adam Jones
thesis: ß-Strand Mimicry as the Basis for a 
Universal Approach to Protease Inhibition
Leah Faye Kemp
thesis: Establishment, behaviour and ecology 
of the SA mainland Tammar Wallaby (Macropus 
eugenii eugenii) following an experimental 
reintroduction
Sukendra Mahalaya
thesis: Impact Evaluation of Agricultural Research 
in Papua, Indonesia Using the Sustainable 
Livelihood Framework
Rachel Emily Maier
thesis: A Petrophysical Joint Inversion of 
Magnetotelluric and Gravity Data for Enhanced 
Subsurface Imaging of Sedimentary Environments
Carrie McDonnell
thesis: The Effect of Crop Load and Extended 
Ripening on Wine Quality and Vine Balance in Vitis 
vinifera cv. Cabernet Sauvignon
Dhagash Bharatbhai Mehta
thesis: Lattice vs. Continuum: Landau Gauge 
Fixing and ‘t Hooft-Polyakov Monopoles
Hamid Reza Mirzaei
thesis: Using Variation in Cattle Growth to Develop 
a Predictive Model of Carcass Quality
Christian Richard Parker
thesis: Polarised Alkynyl Ruthenium Complexes
Tricia Ann Pelton
thesis: Expression and Function of Genes 
Identifying Pluripotnet Cell Subpopulations in the 
Early Mouse Embryo
Kerry Anita Pinchbeck
thesis: Smoke Taint: Impacts on the Chemical and 
Microbiological Profile of Grapes and Wine
Sally Potter
thesis: Phylogeny, phylogeography and 
conservation genetics of the brachyotis group of 
rock-wallabies
Alireza Rivandi
thesis: Toward Map-Based Cloning of a Na+ 
Exclusion Gene from Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.)
Robert Sinclair Root
thesis: Geological Evaluation of the Eocene 
Latrobe Group in the Offshore Gippsland Basin for 
CO2 Geosequestration
Muhammad Saeed
thesis: The Role of a Geminiviral DNA β Satellite in 
Viral Pathogenicity and Movement
Thor Mayo Saunders
thesis: Using Shell Morphology to Characterise 
Abalone Populations Across Multiple Spatial Scales
Lindy Anne Scott
thesis: Impact of Mineral Exploration on Ecosystem 
Characters and Mallee Vegetation of Pinkawillinie 
Conservation Park, South Australia
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Raj Kumar Setia
thesis: Modelling Organic Carbon Turnover in  
Salt-Affected Soils
Joanna Faye Sundstrom
thesis: Role and control of HKT in Oryza sativa  
& Arabidopsis thaliana
Eva Szarek
thesis: Genetic Control of Hypothalamo-Pituitary 
Axis Development and Function in Mice
Ehsan Tavakkoli
thesis: Limitations to yield in saline-sodic soils: 
Quantification of the osmotic and ionic regulations 
that affect the growth of crops under salinity stress
Thomas Cherico Wanger
thesis: Land-use Change, Tropical Biodiversity, and 
Ecosystem Services -Southeast Asian Amphibians 
and Reptiles in Focus
Simon John Wells
thesis: An Investigation into the Development 
and Patterning of Dorsal Longitudinal Ascending 
Interneurons in Danio Rerio
Sophie Elizabeth Wiszniak
thesis: Investigating Mechanisms of Post-
transcriptional Gene Regulation in the Germ Cells 
of Zebrafish
Erminawati Wuryatmo
thesis: Application of Citral to Control Postharvest 
Diseases of Oranges
Sudhir Yadav
thesis: Effect of Crop Establishment Method and 
Irrigation Schedule on Productivity and Water Use 
of Rice
Maria Zammit
thesis: The Australian Cretaceous Ichthyosaur 
Platypterygius australis: Understanding its 
Taxonomy, Morphology, and Palaeobiology
James Michael Zanotti
thesis: Baryon Spectroscopy with FLIC Fermions
Degree of Master of Philosophy
Nathan Luke Hall
thesis: Modelling the Nucleon Axial Form Factor in 
a Finite Volume
Degree of Master of Agricultural Business
Qi Gai
Nguyen Thi Mai Oanh
Yao Pu
Degree of Master of Agricultural Science
Hasbullah
thesis: The Effects of Legumes on Arbuscular 
Mychorrhizal Colonisation and Phosphorus Uptake 
on Wheat
Irida Novianti
thesis: Molecular Genetics of Cattle Muscularity
Janet Caritas Doru Pandi
thesis: Influence of Insoluble Non-Starch 
Polysaccharides in Poultry Feeds on Nutrient 
Digestibility and Gut Physiology in Broiler Chickens
Degree of Master of Global Food and 
Agricultural Business
Jianyong Lu
Degree of Master of Science
Seyyed Hani Moussavi Nik
thesis: Molecular Responses to Low Oxygen 
Levels/Oxidative Stress in Zebrafish
Degree of Master of Science  
(Astrophysics)
Fabien Voisin
Degree of Master of Science  
(Optics and Lasers)
Lachlan Mitchell Harris
Degree of Master of Science in Petroleum 
Geology and Geophysics
Stephen James Wood
thesis: Oil Potential of the Upper Turama River and 
Fly River Delta Areas, Papua New Guinea Foreland
Degree of Master of Science  
(Petroleum Geoscience)
Arezoo Siasitorbaty
Degree of Master of Science  
(Theoretical Physics)
Manuel Eduardo Carrillo Serrano
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Degree of Master of Sustainability
David Kevin Hibbert
Degree of Master of Wine Business
Celia Helen Brunacci
Miranda Syt Yum Fong
John Brian Graham
Sophie Alice Matthews






Barclay Robert George Webster
Jiaqi Zhu
Graduate Diploma in Oenology
Thomas Hugh Bartholomaeus
Kamlesh Boraste


















Graduate Diploma in Wine Business
Daniel Jacobus Buys
Graduate Certificate in Environmental 
Monitoring Technologies
Emma Louise Dix
Graduate Certificate in Wine Business
Krystina Elise Menegazzo
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Science
Babak Ahmadi  
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Matthew Scott Bansemer Animal Science
Trystan Bennett Chemistry
Richard Alexander Black 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Frances Ellen Bowley Animal Science
Ming Chiu Chemistry
Amy Holly Dunstone Animal Science
Alexandra Alice Fowler Animal Science
Samantha Kate Haby Plant Science
Yin Ying Ho Chemistry
Thomas James Hunt Environmental Biology
Caitlin Jane Jenvey Animal Science
Meaghan Louise Jenvey Environmental Biology
Adam Craig Jones Geology
Abbie Marie Matheson Animal Science
Teagan McKillop Environmental Biology
Nicholas Patrick Moran Environmental Biology
Courtney Anna Emelia Peirce Soil Science
Susan Emma Pendle Environmental Biology
Kenton Dean Porker Plant Science
Gareth Robert Telfer Soil and Land Systems
Denise Tran Chemistry
Kuok Cheang Yap Plant Science
Ming Hui Yew Plant Science
Degree of Bachelor of Agriculture
Mathew Terry Elliott
Adrian Kenneth Smith
Degree of Bachelor of Food Science and 
Technology
Zhangwei Tien
Degree of Bachelor of Science
Natalie Aboustate 
Microbiology and Immunology and Entomology
David Andrew Atterton Ecology and Wildlife
Michael John Binns 
Environmental Geoscience, Geophysics  
and Geology
Kendall Melissa Arceta Bird Pharmacology
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Julian Alexander Brown 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Daniel Paul Burdett Theoretical Physics
Dalila Reparata Caruso 
Anatomical Science and Ecology
Kristen Fragnito Physiology
Jarrad Alfred Gray Environmental Geoscience
David Peter Harden 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Kimberley Hobbs Ecology and Wildlife
Elsie Louise Kinnaird  
Microbiology and Immunology
Joel Lawton 
Environmental Geoscience, Geophysics  
and Geology
Timothy Liemar 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Benjamin Alexander Scott Lindsay 
Biochemistry
William Charles Lynch 
Environmental Geoscience and Geology
Andrew Robert McGovern 
Environmental Geoscience, Geophysics  
and Geology
Luke David McKay 
Environmental Geoscience, Geophysics  
and Geology
Linh Thi Thuy Nguyen  
Chemistry and Pharmacology
Melissa Ann O’Loughlin 
Biochemistry and Physiology
Francisca Sonia Pereira 
Biochemistry and Physiology
Melissa Jane Plant 
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Nader Shahin 
Environmental Geoscience and Geophysics
Stephen John Tulip Chemistry Double Major
Chao Wang Chemistry
Ryan Wilson 
Environmental Geoscience and Geology 
and Geophysics
Daniel Thomas Wood 
Environmental Geoscience and Geology 
and Geophysics
Yeo Wei Xiong Chemistry
Ashley Zviedrans 
Microbiology and Immunology and Ecology
Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Agricultural Science)
Stuart Bartlett








Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Biomedical Science)
Lakshmy Ramakrishnan 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Xiao-An Ren Pharmacology and Physiology
Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(Biotechnology)
Dian Li Biochemistry & Genetics
Shih Sung Thong Biochemistry
Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(EcoChemistry)
Noby Charn Keng Leong Chemistry double major




Ryan Thomas Van Schuilenburg





Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Molecular Biology)
James Ronald William Conway 
Biochemistry and Chemistry
Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(Nanoscience and Materials)
William Robert Massey Chemistry double major
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Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Optics and Photonics)
Greg Elliot Perry Physics
Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Petroleum Geoscience)
Luke Mark Stoeckel
Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Pre-Veterinary)
Peter Ross Skene
Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Space Science and Astrophysics)
Sally Alice Robertson Physics






Diploma in Natural Resources Management
Amira Agovic







The following degrees were conferred on  
31 December 2011
Faculty of Engineering, Computer 
& Mathematical Sciences
School of Engineering
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Karen Eleana Mary Adams
thesis: Reconciling Image with Innovative Need: 
How Employers Determine the ‘Fit’ of Engineering 
Higher Degree by Research Graduates for Industry
Sarah Diane Crook
thesis: A Study of the flow within shallow, narrow 
cavities at low Reynolds Numbers
Michael Bruce Dixon
thesis: Optimizing Removal of Algal Toxins using 
Integrated Membrane Systems
Mohamed Sukri Mat Ali
thesis: Flow and Noise Associated with the 
Interaction of a Square Cylinder with a Downstream 
Flat Plate
Roslina Mohammad
thesis: Impact loading and Transient Response of 
Pipes Transporting Gas or Liquid
Tyson Ritter
thesis: Acyclic Embeddings of Open Riemann 
Surfaces into Elliptic Manifolds
James Michael Wallbridge
thesis: Higher Tannaka Duality





Degree of Master of Engineering (Chemical)
Jingquan Yu









Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Electronic)
Thamer Alharbi
Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Mechanical)




Degree of Master of Engineering Science
Ming Gao
thesis: Image Processing and Analysis for 
Autonomous Grapevine Pruning
Thi Kim Phuong Nguyen
thesis: Reservoir Simulation Studies of Formation 
Damage for Improved Recovery on Oil-gas 
Reservoirs
Dat Tien Vo
thesis: Signalling Requirements for Smart Pricing  
in Mobile Telecommunications Systems
Yue Xian Wang
thesis: Energy-Efficient Data Gathering and 
Aggregation for Wireless Sensor Networks
Fu Tian Wong
thesis: Practical Issues of Using Negative 
Impedance Circuits as an Antenna Matching 
Element
SEMESTER 2 CONFERRAL, 2011
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Degree of Master of Applied Project 
Management
Nurhidayah Binte Abdul Rahman






Degree of Master of Applied Project 
Management Advanced (Defence)
Fanny Camelia
Degree of Master of Applied Project 
Management Advanced (Mining)
Khurelbat Amarjargal
Juan Carlos Saavedra Celis
Tugsbayar Sundui




Degree of Master of Applied Project 
Management (Mining)
Cristian Andres Doerr Diaz
Zhewei Liu
Joanne Margaret Posgate
Degree of Master of Computer Science
Youyou Cheng











Degree of Master of Engineering 
(Advanced)
Hassan Abdullah Husain Al Ali 
Mechanical Engineering
Bianca Baby Telecommunications Engineering
Fangming Chen  
Telecommunications Engineering
Xi Chen  
Chemical Engineering - Food and Bio Processing
Yuqing Chen Telecommunications Engineering
Wei Dong  
Chemical Engineering - Food and Bio Processing
Wei Kit Fan Civil and Environmental Engineering
Yucheng Hu  
Chemical Engineering - Environment and 
Sustainability
Feng Jia Civil and Structural Engineering
Pongthep Kulchatchai Mechanical Engineering
Kiwon Lee Civil and Structural Engineering
Fulong Li Civil and Structural Engineering
Qian Li Telecommunications Engineering
Qiang Li Civil and Structural Engineering
Sajeev Philips Abraham 
Telecommunications Engineering
Sorayya Telecommunications Engineering
Mengyang Sun Mechanical Engineering
Shuo Tong 
Chemical Engineering - Energy and Combustion
Longyi Wang Mechanical Engineering
Shuai Wang Telecommunications Engineering
Zhui Wang Telecommunications Engineering
Sudan Wu 
Chemical Engineering - Energy and Combustion
Xiaoqing Wu Electrical Engineering
Xiaoke Yang Telecommunications Engineering
Xiaxin Ying Telecommunications Engineering
Yipeng Zhang Telecommunications Engineering








Degree of Master of Engineering (Civil and 
Environmental Engineering)
Khairun Naziha Johari
Degree of Master of Engineering (Civil and 
Environmental)
Xinlu Xia




Peter William Mc Laughlin
Degree of Master of Mathematical Science
Hadil Nasir M Al Hazmi
Wahyu Perdhana Koestoer
Degree of Master of Petroleum Engineering
Amiruddin Abdi Manaf
Tariq Azan Saif Al Battashi
Ibraheem Ahmad L Alajlani
Andrew Paull Barr Coward
Scott David Delaney






Nor Yana Mohd Yusoff
Jessica Alana Mullins
Yingli Wang






Chan Siew Wai Ca’uis
Switt Fun Edith Cheong
Jeannie Chong Lai Yoong
Chua Kiat Soon
Wee Liang Chua

















Antony William Grant Sloss
Joy St. Pierre
Mark David Alan Strawhan
Tan Cheng Teck Ken
Tan Nian Huang
Tan Suet Leng Paulyn




Dirk Johannes Van Dijk
Cindy Wadsworth
Robert James White
Woon Sin Kwang Michael





Degree of Master of Sciences (Defence)
Madeleine Helen Dunn
Gregory Brian Thamm
Degree of Master of Sciences (Defence 
Signal Information Processing)
Daniel Peter Finch
Degree of Master of Software Engineering
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Degree of Master of Water Resources 
Management
Mohammed Abdulkhaleq Mahdi Al-Bakri
Waleed Kh Qassim Alhadidi
Jasim Mohammed Ali
Hait Chaffat Aljabri
Dhifaf Abdulelah Mahdi Al-Khafaji




Mahnd A. Nayf Younis
Abdulmutalib Raafat Sarhat Zardawy
Lushan Zhang
Graduate Diploma in Applied Project 
Management
Arun Seenapuram Loganathan
Graduate Diploma in Applied Statistics
Richard Leigh Bailey
Graduate Diploma in Computer Science




Graduate Diploma in Engineering  
(Civil & Environmental)
Siyuan Chang
Graduate Diploma in Marine Engineering
Dai Phan
Graduate Diploma in Mathematical Sciences
Yiwen Li




Graduate Diploma in Water Resources 
Management
Alaa Abed Abass Al-Ghanimi
Waleed Kh Qassim Alhadidi
Alaa Adel Jasim Al-Hasani
Hait Chaffat Aljabri
Jasim Mohammed Jasim Al-Juboori
Adnan Kadem Mohammed
Qusay Kadhum Othman
Abdulmutalib Raafat Sarhat Zardawy
Graduate Certificate in Applied Project 
Management
Lisa Jane Heppel





Graduate Certificate in Computer Science
James Edward William Burroughs
Oliver Mark Gissing




Graduate Certificate in Project Management
Soon Hin Loong





Graduate Certificate in Sciences (Defence)
Peter Rudi Temple
Graduate Certificate in Sciences  
(Defence Signal Information Processing)
Tracy Quyen So Truong
Honours Degree of Bachelor of  
Computer Science
Peter Carl Aiken Computer Science
Jen Min Chuah Computer Science
Ying Gao Computer Science
Lachlan Campbell Hughes Computer Science
Yuguo Li Computer Science
Anh Quang Nguyen Computer Science
Andrew Alexander Price Computer Science
Joseph Sze Zho Yuen Computer Science
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Honours Degree of Bachelor of 
Mathematical and Computer Sciences
Matthew Daniel Bland Applied Mathematics
Dale Anthony Buttfield Pure Mathematics
Howie Choonghow Chu Mathematical Sciences
Thomas Haig Computer Science
Lyron Juan Winderbaum Statistics
Honours Degree of Bachelor of 
Mathematical Sciences
Brett James Argent Pure Mathematics
Sophie Alexandra Walter Calabretto 
Applied Mathematics
Kale James Davies Applied Mathematics
Kate Louise Menzel Applied Mathematics
Konrad Karol Pilch Pure Mathematics
David James Price Statistics
Kyle Steven Talbot Pure Mathematics
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering  
with Honours
Tadro Jonathan Abbott 
Chemical Engineering (Food, Wine and 
Biomolecular)
Ali Hussain Alamar Petroleum Engineering
Nathan John Anderson Telecommunications
Emma Patricia Angeletti Mining Engineering
Jonathon Ross Atterton Mechatronic Engineering
Daniel Babich 
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Charlotte Emily Rose Baker 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Joshua Louis Baldock Chemical Engineering
Hantie Helena Barrie  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Bianca Bavaresco Chemical Engineering
Philip Behrens  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Charlotte Berry-Noronha 
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Jamie Sean Boffo Mining Engineering
Jennifer Rose Bonafe 
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Matthew Charles Boniciolli 
Petroleum Engineering and Civil and Structural 
Engineering
Richard Michael Borrelli 
Mechanical and Sports Engineering
David Charles Bott Chemical Engineering
Stephan Hendrik Bouwer Mechanical Engineering
Michael John Bowen Mechanical and  
Aerospace Engineering
Benjamin Mark Bowmer Mechatronic Engineering
Sarah Marie Bruno Mechatronic Engineering
Duy Anh Bui Mechanical Engineering
Paul Michael Bujap Petroleum Engineering
Lucy Margaret Burke Mechanical Engineering
Anna Josephine Burnett  
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Gary Cai Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
David Keith Caldecott Mechatronic Engineering
Michael John Campbell 
Mechanical and Sustainable Energy
Luke Antony Cannata 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Yuchuan Cao 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Robert James Dean Caporella 
Mechanical Engineering
Rebecca Amanda Chalmer Chemical Engineering
Chen Chen Mechanical Engineering
Ning Chen Mechanical Engineering
Yu Chen Mechanical Engineering
Peng Cheng Mechatronic Engineering
Wen Yunn Chin Civil and Structural Engineering
Cameron Chitty  
Mechanical and Sports Engineering
Vui Jet Chong  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Shiu Siang Chua Chemical Engineering
Oliver James Ciancio Mining Engineering
Matthew Graham Clark Chemical Engineering
Shannon Foster Clarke Mechanical Engineering
Simon Luke Clements 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
William Patrick Coffey Mechanical Engineering
Alice Mary Connell Chemical Engineering
James Richard Cordner 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Simon Alexander Craig Mechanical Engineering
Peter Alexander Crichton Mining Engineering
Andrew James Crocker Mechatronic Engineering
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Aaron Philip Crosley 
Petroleum Engineering and Civil and Structural 
Engineering
Chunyu Cui Civil and Structural Engineering
Ryan Barry Cuthbertson Software Engineering
Thomas Desmond Daly 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Melinda Jean Davies 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Benjamin Luke Davis Mechatronic Engineering
Michael James Davis Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin Patrick Deegan 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Adam John Di Fiore Mechanical Engineering
Tracy Do 
Petroleum Engineering and Civil and Structural 
Engineering
Thomas Brian James Dowling 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
David Ear Computer Systems Engineering
Dena Jay English Civil and Structural Engineering
Elise Joy Fahy Aerospace Engineering
Louise Maria Faint Mining Engineering
Chenhua Fan Mechanical Engineering
Yee Mun Fan 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Andrew Robert Donald Ferguson 
Chemical Engineering
Azul Trinidad Fernandez Indulsky 
Electrical & Sustainable Energy
Lloyd Colin Fletcher 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Mark William Fosdike 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Shane Lee Fox Mechanical Engineering
William Andrew Freer Mining Engineering
Yasmin Lee Freschi 
Petroleum Engineering and Chemical Engineering
Yann Frizenschaf Mechatronic Engineering
Joanne Gagliardi Chemical Engineering
Donal Francis Gallagher Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Nicholas Gauro  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Sally Elizabeth Gee Architectural Engineering
Alexis David Georgiou  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Isabelle Mary Gerrard 
Civil and Structural Engineering and Civil and 
Environmental Engineering
Benjamin Michael Gibbs 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Siobhan Caitlin Giles 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Carley Goodwin 
Petroleum Engineering and Chemical Engineering
Daniel James Graetz 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Amelia Diane Greig 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Matthew William Grooby Chemical Engineering
Dahe Gu Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Despina Hadjicostantis  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Christian James Hague Mining Engineering
Joshua Stuart Halman Mechanical Engineering
Kerry Jayne Halupka Mechatronic Engineering
Martin Scott Hamlyn Software Engineering
Benjamin Carl Hampel Mining Engineering
Bill Richard Hancock Mining Engineering
Adelaide Mary Harbison 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Ryan Jon Hardman Aerospace Engineering
Peter Joseph Hardy Mechatronic Engineering
Samuel Callan Hart Mechatronic Engineering
Tianxiang He Architectural Engineering
Manudha Thiyunuwan Herath 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Matthew Ben Higgins 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Timothy Stewart Hilton Aerospace Engineering
Callum Alexander Hoare 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Kyle Mathew Hoare  
Computer Systems Engineering
Lachlan William Lewis Hollis Mining Engineering
Craig Louis Holm Civil and Structural Engineering
Peng Soon Hor Chemical Engineering
Lucas Matthew Horvath Mechanical Engineering
Xuyang Huang Mechanical Engineering
Peter William Hubbard Petroleum Engineering
Jevon Bristow Hughes Mechanical Engineering
Todd Michael Hughes 
Petroleum Engineering and Mechanical 
Engineering
Samuel James Hutten 
Petroleum Engineering and Chemical Engineering
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Ivan Khoo Jin Hou Mechanical Engineering
Murray Kelvin George Jackson 
Chemical Engineering
Jason Ting Chek Seng Mechanical Engineering
Samuel John Jeffrey  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Cong Ji Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Johnson Software Engineering
Nicholas Peter Kastelein Mechanical Engineering
Yin Monica Kei Software Engineering
Paul Kemp Mechanical Engineering
Aditya Shankar Khanna Mechanical Engineering
Adrian Kok Xiong Khor Mechanical Engineering
Bereket Hagos Kidane  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Leigh Killmier Mechanical Engineering
Kiseok Kim  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Eleanor Jean King Mechanical Engineering
Michael Scott Koegler 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Stefan Kojic 
Computer Systems Engineering
Reuben Han Fung Koo Petroleum Engineering
Zachary Koumi Mechanical Engineering
Shouyang Lai 
Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
Daniel James Lane Chemical Engineering
Le Pham Dang Khoi Petroleum Engineering
Jessica Alice Lea 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
David William Lemon Chemical Engineering
Francis Stefan Li Computer Systems Engineering
Bingxiang Lin Civil and Structural Engineering
William Ling  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Allan Liu Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Tao Liu Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Andrew Chu Leung Lo  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Jason Teik Sheng Loi  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Katherine Rebecca Lovell Mining Engineering
Chen Huang Lu  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Di Lu Mechanical Engineering
Yi Lu Mechanical Engineering
Daniel John Mabarrack 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Gregory James MacFarlane 
Mechanical Engineering
Alex David Marschall 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Steven Michael Maxwell 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Michael John McEvoy 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Cale James McLindin Petroleum Engineering
Mimi Law Xiang Mei Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Zenas Mitkas  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Sunil Andrew Mohanaraj 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Luke Xavier Monks 
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Brendan James Moore Chemical Engineering
Luke Morizzi 
Civil and Structural Engineering and Civil and 
Environmental Engineering
Louise Muneretto Civil and Structural Engineering
Braydon William Munro 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Catriona Anne Murphy 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Thomas Owen Murphy 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kumaraguru Nadaraja Mechatronic Engineering
Kate Alexandra Nelligan 
Petroleum Engineering and Chemical Engineering
James Campbell Nelson 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Jessica Hoi Ting Neong Chemical Engineering
Nickolay Nesterov 
Electrical and Electronic (Avionics)
Colin Wei Yen Ng Chemical Engineering
Le Woei Ng Chemical Engineering
Nguyen Ngo Le Minh 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Tien-Dung Nguyen  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Alan Thykoottathil Ninan 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Zhe Mai Jermyn Oh Telecommunications
Ong Teck Hong Telecommunications
Shanti Mae Osborne Chemical Engineering
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Arjun Palaniappan 
Mechanical and Sports Engineering
Mitchell Daine Parker 
Mechanical and Sports Engineering
Anthony Michael James Pemberton 
Electrical & Sustainable Energy
Nathan Matthew Perkins Mechanical Engineering
Alexander Westcott Perndt Chemical Engineering
Nathan Daniel Phillips 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kyle Anthony Pietrzak Petroleum Engineering
Timothy Pistono Civil and Structural Engineering
Thomas Joseph Pitman Mechanical Engineering
David Benjamin Pohlenz Mechatronic Engineering
Samuel Drew Polglase 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jason Brian Polkinghorne 
Petroleum Engineering and Mechanical 
Engineering
Anthony Sebastian Pollifrone Mining Engineering
Timothy Robert Pritchard 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Andrew Lachlan Prosser Chemical Engineering
Michael Psalios 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Xing Jian Qi Civil and Structural Engineering
Jasvinder Singh Rajindar Singh 
Chemical Engineering
Kevin Ramirez 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Nathan Bruce Ramsey Mining Engineering
Thomas Daniel Ravenscroft 
Computer Systems Engineering
Callum Peter Read Chemical Engineering
Fiona Read Chemical Engineering
Matthew Read Mechanical Engineering
Mariana Hank Rego Pharmaceutical Engineering
Marianne Louise Rieckmann  
Mechatronic Engineering
Marie-Claire Roumi 
Petroleum Engineering and Chemical Engineering
Nicholas Rubbo Mechanical Engineering
Sonja Nicole Russell 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Garry William Ruth 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Atanu Saha Petroleum Engineering
Muhammad Izuddin Salehin 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Ritchie Daniel Saliba 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Simon Sam Pharmaceutical Engineering
Troy Saunders Civil and Structural Engineering
Lee Anthony Schellen  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Maxwell Geoffrey Schlicker 
Mechanical and Sports Engineering
Samuel James Schmidt Mining Engineering
Jonathon Paul Schubert 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jamie Andrew Schulz  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Velizar Sedev Civil and Structural Engineering
Pee Ter Seet Mechanical Engineering
Sindhu Shastry Mechanical Engineering
Sarah Santina Shelton  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Clifford Guit Shum Software Engineering
Cameron Mark Sinclair 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Conrad Victor Skibinski 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Glenn Cameron Sneddon  
Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Anthony Stapleton 
Mechanical Engineering
Josh David Charles Stark Petroleum Engineering
Sian Bianca Stark 
Petroleum Engineering and Chemical Engineering
Rowan John Douglas Steele 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Dylan Tate Stevens 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Matthew Philip George Steventon 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Erik Anthony Stopp 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Edward Charles Styles 
Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
Christopher James Symes 
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Aidan Timothy Symons 
Civil and Structural Engineering
Jessica Ay Lin Tai Mechanical Engineering
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Joshua Lee Talbot  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Michelle Taye 
Petroleum Engineering and Chemical Engineering
Terence Alexander Taye 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Thang Duc Bui Telecommunications
James Anthony Thomas Chemical Engineering
Ying Ying Tiong 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Chris Toft Chemical Engineering
Divina Grace Tomamak 
Civil and Structural Engineering
William Donald Tregenza 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Peter Tsimopoulos Mechatronic Engineering
Daniel Tu Chemical Engineering
Daniel John Tucker Mining Engineering
James Tudor Tsourtos 
Mechanical and Sports Engineering
Ian Brody Usher 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Nicholas Valenzisi 
Civil and Structural Engineering and Civil and 
Environmental Engineering
Sami Varasteh Civil and Structural Engineering
Van Bao Quoc Vo Chemical Engineering
An Van Vu Civil and Environmental Engineering
Vu Duc Van Civil and Structural Engineering
Hoang Sang Vu 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Kate Isabel Vugts Civil and Structural Engineering
Andrew John Wallis Mechatronic Engineering
Weizhou Wan Civil and Structural Engineering
Xiaomeng Wan  
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Zhongnan Wang 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Mark Jarrod Warburton Mechatronic Engineering
Alexander William Ward 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Samuel Bernard Watkins 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Piotr Aleksander Wcislo 
Chemical Engineering (Process and Product 
Engineering)
Mieka Katherine Webb Chemical Engineering
Tomas John West Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Robert White Pharmaceutical Engineering
Nicholas James White Mechanical Engineering
David Robert Beaumont Whitington 
Mechanical Engineering
Josh Ashby Wilkey Mechanical Engineering
Edward Giles Williams Chemical Engineering
Liam David Wittert 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Andrew Jonathan Wood 
Civil and Structural Engineering and Civil and 
Environmental Engineering
Diana Louise Wright Pharmaceutical Engineering
Jiayi Xu Civil and Structural Engineering
Juechun Xu Architectural Engineering
Zijie Xu Telecommunications
Thomas Wei Ye Yang  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Wei Ran Yang Mining Engineering
Kan Ye Mechanical Engineering
Oakkar Zaw  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Paul Daniel Zerna 
Chemical Engineering (Energy and Environment)
Shuolei Zhang 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Kaipeng Zheng Civil and Structural Engineering
Ning Fei Zhou Civil and Structural Engineering
Pengchen Zou Telecommunications
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering with 
Honours and Bachelor of Arts
Anna Lam Computer Systems Engineering
Zhimin Ma Civil and Structural Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering with 
Honours and Bachelor of Science
Alexander Brian Benson 
Petroleum Engineering and Geology and 
Geophysics
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Degree of Bachelor of Computer Science
Alexander Grant Beinke Computer Science
Xi Cao Computer Science
Feng Chen Computer Science
Minghao Chen Computer Science
Xiaojiao Chen Computer Science
Yueqin Chen Computer Science
Ren Ding Computer Science
Ashwin Divakaran Nair
Donovan Ng Sin Hock
Saxon Douglass Computer Science
Luke Prashanth Edwards Computer Science
Sam Hon Fong Computer Science
Peter Andrew Gambell Computer Science
Angus James Gillott Computer Science
Jiasheng Gu Computer Science
Mark David Healy Computer Science
Joshua Ip Computer Science
Jeriel Law Jian En Computer Science
Yihua Jin Computer Science
Timothy Paul Kipling Computer Science
Chun Kit Matthew Lam Computer Science
Myles Peter Leadbeater Computer Science
Lim Chin Ho
Pinghuizi Ling Computer Science
Xiang Liu Computer Science
Xiaowei Lou Computer Science
William Luu Computer Science
Isaac Stephen Retallick Computer Science
Marcus Philip Riquier Computer Science
Gregory James Smith Computer Science
Jingjing Tan Computer Science
Pei Chi Tan
Tham Weng Keong Freddie
Hien Ngoc Thoi Computer Science
Yang Tian Software Engineering
Matthew James Trobbiani Computer Science
Simon Morton Walsh Computer Science
Yao Wang Computer Science
Yida Yao Computer Science
Brad Jason Zacher Computer Science
Yan Zhang Software Engineering
Changcheng Zhu Computer Science
Ge Zhu Computer Science
Degree of Bachelor of Computer Science 
(Software Engineering)
Qichang Hu
Lai Meng Joanna Phoon





Degree of Bachelor of Engineering
Adrian Chiam Tat Chuan Mechatronic Engineering
Baker Al Kilabi Computer Systems Engineering
Mohammad Al-Khafaji Software Engineering
Paul David Amezdroz Civil and Structural 
Engineering
Umair Haqqan Aminurrahman  
Mechanical Engineering
Ryan William Atkinson  
Pharmaceutical Engineering
Jeremy Thomas Bevan 
 Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Yuanyuan Bian Mechatronic Engineering
Barnam Kaushik Bora Mechanical Engineering
Ian Robert Branch Telecommunications
Tung Yat Michael Cha Mechanical Engineering
Yuen Ching Chan Chemical Engineering
Wai Kheun Cheong 
Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
Nathan Aaron Costi Mechatronic Engineering
Guo Xiang Dong Civil and Structural Engineering
Shane Patrick Fitzgerald Mechanical Engineering
Darren Michael Govett Mechanical Engineering
Michael Steven Harvey  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Yuchen Hu Mechanical Engineering
Chi Kwan Lai  
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Dong Yang Li Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Edward Parkin Lines  
Chemical Engineering
Xiaolong Liu 
 Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
Scott James Mariager Mining Engineering
Robert Peter Morris 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Nik Nadzran Nik Kamaruzamil 
Mechanical Engineering
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Maurice Nyilimana Mining Engineering
Erin Elizabeth Pearce Mechatronic Engineering
Scott David Retallick Mechanical Engineering
Emma Jane Richardson Mining Engineering
James Marshall Rutter Mechanical Engineering
Haikun Shi Mechanical Engineering
Taranjit Singh 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Zhaolin Su 
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Muhammad Wajahat Zia Subhani 
Mechanical Engineering
Hongfei Tang Mechanical Engineering
Siwen Wang Architectural Engineering
Samuel Graham White 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering
Hanzxen Woo Chemical Engineering
Woo Kok Sun Samuel 
Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
Tong Xie Architectural Engineering
Chao Yang Mechanical Engineering
Ji Yang Mechanical Engineering
Lu You Aerospace Engineering
Jing Yu Mechanical Engineering
Xiongwei Zhu 
Mechanical and Automotive Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Engineering and 
Bachelor of Arts
James Stuart Cirillo  
Civil and Structural Engineering
Degree of Bachelor of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship
Pin Kwan Lee
Natalie Chia Leng Tan
Ng Soong Chuan
Ter Li Ann
Degree of Bachelor of Mathematical and 
Computer Sciences
Peter James Bouzalas Applied Mathematics
Lucy Margaret Burke Applied Mathematics
Wai-Ming Chien  
Applied Mathematics and Pure Mathematics
Jia Yao Cui Applied Mathematics
David Ear Computer Science
Bradley Tavis Fiddler 
Statistics and Applied Mathematics
Caitlin Renee Graham Applied Mathematics
Ellise Marie Harmer 
Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics
Manudha Thiyunuwan Herath  
Applied Mathematics
Stuart Andrew Lee Statistics
Chen Huang Lu Applied Mathematics
Emma Elizabeth Mann Applied Mathematics
Christopher James March Applied Mathematics
Emma-Jane Martin Applied Mathematics
Steven Michael Maxwell Applied Mathematics
Stephen Peter Morel Computer Science
Joshua K Northeast Applied Mathematics
Brenton Thomas Philp Computer Science
Michael Psalios  
Applied Mathematics double major
Thomas Phillip Ranieri Computer Science
Thomas Daniel Ravenscroft Pure Mathematics
Marianne Louise Rieckmann Computer Science
Vincent Sebastian Schlegel Pure Mathematics
Joshua James Shelton Pure Mathematics
G’deona Susana Soeharyo 
Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics
Matthew Philip George Steventon 
Applied Mathematics double major
Tuan Minh Tran
Wai Keen Vong  
Computer Science and Pure Mathematics
An Van Vu Computer Science
Andrew John Wallis Computer Science
Mark Jarrod Warburton Computer Science
Nicholas James White Computer Science
Degree of Bachelor of Mathematical 
Sciences
Kate Elise Richter Pure Mathematics and Statistics
Anna Elizabeth Rijken  
Statistics and Applied Mathematics
Adam Benjamin Rohrlach  
Statistics and Applied Mathematics
Mingmei Teo Statistics and Applied Mathematics
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Faculty of Health Sciences
School of Dentistry
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Diep Hong Ha
thesis: Factors Influencing Accuracy of Caries Risk 
Assessment among South Australian Children
Degree of Doctor of Clinical Dentistry
Chin Nguyen
thesis: A new in-vitro methodology for the study  
of microleakage of low volume shrinkage 
composite resin
Mark Stenhouse
thesis: Investigation of the Effect of Rapid and Slow 
External pH Increases on Enterococcus Faecalis 
Biofilm Grown on Dentine
Graduate Diploma in Forensic Odontology
Ahmad Fauzi
Astiti Handayani




Degree of Bachelor of Dental Surgery




































Emily Woon Fong Loh






































Mai Thuy Thi Nguyen
Vivian Nguyen





Degree of Doctor of Medicine
Anthony Thomas Davis
thesis: A Study of Depression in Attempted 
Suicide: Initial Assessment, Short-term Follow-up 
and Prediction of Persistent Depression
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Alice Ming Chin Lee
thesis: The Role of Dietary Vitamin D and Calcium 
in Determining Bone Health and Strength
Olga Anikeeva
thesis: Changing Disease Patterns Amongst 
Migrants: a Focus on the Australian National Health 
Priority Areas
Kelly Louise Betterman
thesis: Investigating Lymphatic Vascular 
Remodelling During Postnatal Mouse Mammary 
Gland Morphogenesis
Frances Emily Corrigan
thesis: The Role of the Amyloid Precursor Protein 
following Traumatic Brain Injury
Andreas Johannes Anton Ebneter
thesis: Hyperglycaemia in Experimental Glaucoma
Scott Hanson-Easey
thesis: Out of Africa: Sudanese Refugees and the 
Construction of Difference in Political and Lay Talk¿
Kee Heng
thesis: Mechanism of Action of Phthalate Endocrine 
Disruptors in Male Reproductive Development
Victoria Dawn Leitch
thesis: Changing the Face of Craniosynostosis: 
The role of RBP4 in osteogenesis and suture fusion
Liang Liu
thesis: CNS Immune Signalling and Drug 
Addiction: Role of Interleukin-1 Beta
Caroline Louise Miller
thesis: Graphic Health Warnings on Australian 
Cigarette Packets: Evaluation of a Social Marketing 
Intervention
Jacqueline Elise Noll
thesis: An Investigation of Mutant p53 Function
Jodie Merle Oliver-Baxter
thesis: The Psychoneuroimmunology of Women 
Experiencing Stressful Life Events:Testing the 
Oxidative Model
Lisa Kate Philp
thesis: The Effect of Dietary Fatty Acid Composition 
on Skeletal Muscle and Hepatic Fatty Acid and 
Glucose Metabolism in Male and Female Mice
Sarabjit Kaur Saggu
thesis: Aspects of Retinal and Optic Nerve 
Pathology after Excitotoxic Retinal Injury
Cindy Joanne Stern
thesis: Canines Utilised for Therapeutic Purposes 
in the Physical and Social Health of Older People 
in Long Term Care
Andrew Paul Trotta
thesis: Characterisation of the Co-chaperone Small 
Glutamine-rich Tetratricopeptide Repeat containing 
Protein Alpha as a Regulator of Androgen Receptor 
Activity in Prostate Cancer Cells
Yue Wu
thesis: The Neuroimmunopharmacology of Alcohol
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Lisa Nicole Yelland
thesis: Statistical Issues Associated with an 
Analysis of Binary Outcomes in Randomised 
Controlled Trials when the Effect Measure of 
Interest is the Relative Risk
Ian Taylor Zajac
thesis: Auditory Measures of Intelligence and 
Intelligence-Related Functions: Where Have We 
Come From and Where to From Here?
Degree of Master of Philosophy  
(Clinical Science)
Aye Aye Gyi
thesis: The Experiences of Overseas-Trained 
Medical Doctors in Adjusting to the Australian  
Rural Context
Sandeep Moola
thesis: Effectiveness of Music Interventions in 
Reducing Dental Anxiety in Paediatric and  
Adult Patients
Degree of Master of Philosophy 
(Ophthalmology)
Zoe Weizhi Gao
thesis: Refractive Error in Children in Cambodia 
and Childhood Blindness/Severe Visual Impairment 
in Sri Lanka
Degree of Master of Psychology (Clinical)/
Doctor of Philosophy
Suzanne Michelle Cosh
thesis: Elite Athletes’ Experiences of Psychological 
Distress and Psychopathology: A Discursive 
Analysis of Athlete Identity in Contexts in 
which Athletes are Vulnerable to Experiencing 
Psychopathology
Rachel Mary Earl
thesis: An Investigation of the Effects of Lead on 
Children’s Cognitive Abilities
Brooke Elizabeth Ferguson
thesis: Children of Parents with Mental Illness: 
Parental Disclosure, Children’s Illness Beliefs and 
the Development of a Shared Understanding of 
Mental Illness in the Family
Amanda May Taylor
thesis: Parenting Style and Child Weight Related 
Outcomes: Measurement, Processes of Influence, 
and the Psychological Context
Degree of Master of Clinical Science
David Ronald Arbon
thesis: Setting a Regulated Suction Pressure for 
Endotracheal Suctioning: A Systematic Review
Rie Konno
thesis: The Best Evidence for Assisted Bathing 
of Older Adults with Dementia: A Comprehensive 
Systematic Review
Alexandra Lee McArthur
thesis: Maternal Mortality in Cambodia, Malaysia, 
Thailand and Sri Lanka: a Review of Practice and 
Policy Strategies
Sarahlouise White
thesis: The Accuracy of Influenza A (H1N1) “Swine 
Flu” Laboratory Testing: A systematic Review of 
Diagnostic Test Accuracy
Degree of Master of Psychology (Clinical)
Michelle Elyse Beer











Degree of Master of Health Economics  
and Policy
Qun Catherine Li
Degree of Master of Minimally Invasive 
Surgery
James Mitchell Stewart Andrews
Arunachalam Krishna
Ravindran Odayappan
Samson Iong Heng Tou






Degree of Master of Nursing Science
Katherine Bassett




Degree of Master of Psychology 
(Organisational and Human Factors)
Xiaohui Chen
Sophie May Hampel
Keith Kam Ling Yu
Alexandra Stillwell
Andrea Zoontjens
Degree of Master of Public Health
Ivana Alona































Jocelyn Chu Aye Yim
Graduate Diploma in Biostatistics
Duncan Taylor
Jin Wang











Daniel Meng Shan Sin
Rona Spicer
Graduate Diploma in Grief and Palliative 
Care Counselling
Sandra Claire Dougherty













Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
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Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Cardiac Nursing)
Carly Jade Sullivan
Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Community Health and Primary Care)
Catherine Louise Mahar
Julie Anne Pedersen






Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Gerontological Nursing)
Luci May Rodda
























Daniel Adrian Van Uitert
Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Oncology Nursing)
Angela Marie Luppino











Graduate Diploma in Nursing Science 
(Perioperative Nursing)
Janine Margaret Anderson












Graduate Diploma in Psychological 
Sciences
Sara Vanina Abdala Castillo
Jesse Agostino
Belal R H Bolbol
Filippo Ciancio
Emily Jane Coutts
Rosslyn Ann Hamilton Cox
Jessica Suzanne Dawson



















Graduate Diploma in Public Health
Kakoli Ghosal
Margaret Kable Walker





Graduate Certificate in Biostatistics
Nicole Linn Edge
Graduate Certificate in Counselling  
and Psychotherapy
Sara Anne Ball
Graduate Certificate in Grief and Palliative 
Care Counselling
Mardi Elizabeth Frost






Graduate Certificate in Nursing Science 
(Hyperbaric Nursing)
Guoxin Zeng






Megan Ann Van Boldrik








Erica Soledad Salazar Zarate




Degrees of Bachelor of Medicine and 
Bachelor of Surgery
Maisurah Abdul Ghapur











Daniel Yu Yen Chen
Yen Szu Cheng
Beatrice Nyuk Ching Chin
Selin Yiing Lin Chong











Arthur John Charles Ellice-Flint
George Lindsay Evans
Lachlan David Mailey Farmer
Malithi Nisanka Gamage




Samuel Anthony Lachlan Hall
Eliza Jane Hannam































Mohammed Redhuan Mohammed Akram
Noor Suhana Mohd












































Geoffrey Yuet Mun Wong
Jim Hsien Wong
Samuel Chuang Loong Yong
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Health 
Sciences
Victoria Kiriaki Arnet Medicine
James Stuart Ashby Physiology
Emily Sarah Bain Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Verity Gaynor Bell Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Deepti Bhasin Psychology
Samuel Peter Biermann Medicine
Sam Buckberry Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Joshua Luke Burton Anatomical Sciences
Owala Arachchige Shavin Nauchal Chandrasiri 
Paediatrics
Rachelle Johanna Clarke Psychology
Catherine Ruth Collins Psychology
Caroline Emily Cousins Physiology
Nada Cvijanovic Physiology
Lydia Dean Psychology
Natalia Danica Djukic Physiology




Andrea Fernandez Indulsky Physiology
Gregor Angus Fleming Psychology
Elizabeth Leonora Fontaine Psychology
Bogdan Gavriliouk Physiology
Jennifer Lauren Glaetzer Physiology
Geordi I Haklar Anatomical Sciences
Kaitlin Nicole Harkess Psychology
Angela Jane Heley Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Sarah Elizabeth Hemming Medicine
Sophie Ellen Hennessy Public Health
Sarah Jane Hibbard Psychology
Alicia Terese Jenkins Psychiatry
Kang Wan Xian Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Viythia Katharesan Anatomical Sciences
Erin Louise Keen Pharmacology
Catherine Louise Kelly Psychology
Wesley Pak On Lam Paediatrics
Hannah Louise Leppinus Pathology
Liu Lu Medicine
Ellen Alexandra Lyrtzis Psychology
Mohd Kaisan Mahadi Medicine
Samuel Ross McEwen Public Health
Shaliza Mohamad Manmohan Physiology
Danielle Laine Moore Psychology
Sian Elle Nelligan Physiology
Frances Elizabeth Nettle Psychology
Anjali Ann Ninan Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Katie O’Neill Pharmacology
George McKenzie Opie Physiology
David Michael O’Shaughnessy Psychology
Sarah Ann Overduin Physiology
Wenru Pan Physiology
Andrew Robert Partington Public Health
Sivabaskari Pasupathy Medicine
Sarah Susanne Pfeiffer Physiology
Tania Catherine Plueckhahn Psychology
Winston Reed Pharmacology
Ellen Rees Pharmacology
Daniel Christopher Reinke Physiology
Donna Celeste Roberts Psychology
Catherine Anne Robinson Psychology
Vaughn Robert Ryan Pathology
Samantha Simmonds Psychology
Ming Chung Sin Medicine
Bradley James Stenner Pathology
Keren Louise Stuart General Practice
Emily Wai-Ling Sun Pharmacology
Rebecca Lea Timo Medicine
Elena Tung Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Hanan Hamimi Wahid Obstetrics & Gynaecology
Jonathon Wauer Psychology
Ching Yan Cingel Wong Paediatrics
Kathleen Mary Wright Psychology
Bella Bojidarova Yantcheva Psychology
Jennifer Anne Yeeles Anatomical Sciences
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Medical 
Science
Victoria Rose Valentina Cox Medicine
Baan Fikrat Mahmod Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Phillip Nguyen Medicine
Simon James Proctor Medicine
Jennifer Ann-Li Sim Medicine
Kristian Andreas Martin Stefani Surgery
Karthik Venkataraman Medicine
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Degree of Bachelor of Health Sciences
Daniel Troy Adams
Marie Rose Anastasi  
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology  
and Reproductive Health
Fiona Maree Bright  
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology
Ada Rose Brincat-Tree Public Health
Laura Edna Casey  
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Luisa Cavaiuolo 
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology and 
Reproductive Health
Sian Jane Chapman Pathology
Lauren Jamie Clark Public Health
Veronica Elizabeth Clee 
Pathology and Public Health
Madeline Francis Amy Collins 
Pathology and Public Health
Amily Jane Daw Physiology
Hardev Dhillon 
Anatomical Sciences, Physiology and  
Reproductive Health
Isaac Joseph Ellis  
Pharmacology and Biochemistry
Alice India Ferrison 
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology and 
Reproductive Health
Caitlin Renee Graham Public Health
Mohd Amir Bin Haron 
Psychology and Public Health
Chloe Rosanna Hayward 
Pathology and Public Health
Tess Louise Hemming Public Health
Jemma Karri Henley Public Health
Caitlin Anne Hennessy Public Health
Poonam Punam Hissaria Pathology
Claire Louise Hoban  
Pharmacology and Physiology
Liam Andrew Hoyle 
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Krystal Lee Iacopetta 
Pathology, Neuroscience, Anatomical Sciences  
and Reproductive Health
Simon Ben Illingworth 
Pathology and Pharmacology
Emma Frances Jackson 
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Melanie Kate Johnson Pathology
Adrian Price Jones 
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Bethany Kyoko Kamitakahara Pathology
Emily Kew Pathology and Pharmacology
Hiran Lakmal Lecamwasam 
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology
Yea Rin Olivia Lee Pathology and Pharmacology
Riagan Tjulame Leigh Micheil Liddle Stewart 
Pathology and Public Health
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Teghan Amy Lucas 
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology
Benjamin Jake Mader Public Health
Kimberley Anne Mander 
Reproductive Health and Pathology
Kakwata Nanyangwe Mbalamweshi 
Pathology
Jana Amalie McDonald Psychology
Genevieve Louise Millar Psychology
Rebecca Louise Mitchell 
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology
Luke Anthony Moore  
Pathology and Pharmacology
Paul James Nagel Pathology and Pharmacology
Kelvin Nguyen Pharmacology and Physiology
Jessica Papini Physiology
Anthea Stephanie Pazios 
Pathology and Pharmacology
Bradley Ian Prosser Physiology
Ellen Amanda Reeves Psychology
Bianca Josephine Rositano 
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology and 
Reproductive Health
Claire Gabriel Ross 
Reproductive Health and Pathology
Firona Ingrid Roth Psychology
Sylvia Raja Saad Pathology and Public Health
Baz Khanum Safdari Pathology and Pharmacology
Marni Anne Spillane 
Anatomical Sciences, Neuroscience, Pathology 
and Physiology
Sven Yuri Surikow 
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Andriana Engkai Tran 
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology
Katie Trinh Pathology and Microbiology
Ysabella Van Sebille  
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology
Merinda Jane Vink 
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Brittany Lana Walls Pathology and Psychology
Hannah Rose Wardill 
Anatomical Sciences and Pathology and 
Reproductive Health
Chris George Wasow 
Pathology and Pharmacology
Melissa Ashleigh White  
Reproductive Health and Genetics
Joshua Nathan Winderlich 
Anatomical Sciences, Pathology and 
Neurosciences
Christopher John Woolley 
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Biyou Yeo Pathology and Physiology
Zainab  
Reproductive Health, Pharmacology and 
Anatomical Sciences
Cheng Chen Zhang  
Anatomical Sciences and Pharmacology





















































Chng Hsing Yun Priscilla
Stephen Chua






Boon Siew Freya Tan
Wong Yong Quan Gabriel
Zhuo Guoshuang
Degree of Bachelor of Psychology
Doran Glen Joubert
Degree of Bachelor of Psychological 
Science
Emily Victoria Bey





















































Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Sciences
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Catherine Marie Brooks
thesis: Healing the Blind Eye? Using the United 
Nations Protect, Respect, Remedy Framework to 
Achieve Accountability for Corporate Complicity in 
Human Rights Abuse
David Neil Cannon
thesis: Northern Ireland and the Political Economy 
of Peace: Neo-Liberalism and the End of the 
Troubles
Nayia Cominos
thesis: Managing the Subjective: Exploring 
Dialogistic Positioning in Undergraduate Essays
Helen Ruth Feist
thesis: Social Spaces, Rural Places: Ageing-in-
Place in Rural South Australia
Pauline Joy McLoughlin
thesis: Tenuous Guests: Couch Surfing Through 
Homelessness in the Lives of Australian Youth
Joshua Nash
thesis: Insular Toponymies: Pristine place-naming 
on Norfolk Island, South Pacific and Dudley 
Peninsula, Kangaroo Island, South Australia
Claire Elizabeth Nettle
thesis: Community Gardening As Social Action: 
The Australian Community Gardening Movement 
and Repertoires for Change
Michael Radzevicius
thesis: England Elsewhere: Edward Gibbon 
Wakefield and an Imperial Utopian Dream
Udom Srinon
thesis: A Longitudinal Study of Developments in 
the Academic Writing of Thai University Students in 
the Context of a Genre Based Pedagogy
Charles Vandepeer
thesis: Re-thinking Threat: Intelligence Analysis, 
Intentions, Capabilities, and the Challenge of Non-
State Actors
Degree of Master of Arts
Sarah Alice Oakey
thesis: “Please don’t sue!” Regulation, Control and 
Ownership in Fan (Fiction) Communities.
Degree of Master of Arts (Applied 
Linguistics)
Abdulrahman Mohammed Alharbi
Fahad Saleh A Aljabr
Bandar Nazal A Alshammari
Duong Thuy Hoang
Ripple Kam Fong Ma



























Degree of Master of Arts (Studies in Art 
History) and Master of Arts (Curatorial  
and Museum Studies)
Kimberly Anne Clements
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Graduate Diploma in Art History
Mary Edith Baker
Skye Felicity Bennett









Lucy Belle Kelly Tesoriero
Serena Kay Wong
Susan Woodburn
Graduate Diploma in Creative Writing
Ngoc Thu Hoang
Susan Mary Parry








Graduate Certificate in Applied Linguistics
Diego Alejandro Dominguez Mejia
Asano Segawa
Graduate Certificate in Art History
Tracey Longinidis
Pamela Therese Strain
Pui Kin Lorentz Yeung
Graduate Certificate in Creative Writing
Helmine Rosine Kemp
Graduate Certificate in Environmental Policy 
and Management
Cristian Heinrich Birzer
Graduate Certificate in International Studies
Angel Damjanovic
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Gemma Afford Anthropology
Bryan Scott Atherton Philosophy
Lisa Denise Bachmayer Creative Writing
Rebekkah Anne Bernheim Politics
Maxamillian Marshall Blanchard History
Rachel Anne Bleeze History
Claire Jane Bloor History
Vedrana Budimir History
Hannah Louise Canham Politics
Carolyn Maree Collins History
Jonathan Lucien Endersby History
Annabel Edwina Evitts Creative Writing
Benjamin Patrick Fardell Philosophy
Alice Mary Footer History
Rylie Henderson History
Emily Claire Holds History
Lisa Anne Joseph History
Rory Jonathan Kennett-Lister Creative Writing
Elizabeth Ann King Anthropology
Alison Susan Lyne History
Brynley Eric Millward History and Politics
Janelle Lee Montgomery Classical Studies
Briony Erin Lynette Kate Morrison Anthropology
Simon Bradley Nankivell Creative Writing
Matthew James Nestor Philosophy
Mark Adam Neuendorf History
Sarah Pearce German Studies
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Kelli Alice Rowe English
Maria Siguenza Spanish
Cassandra Elizabeth Slack History
Lana Margaret Toogood English
Amy Leigh Vanner History
Christopher Raymond Venning  
French and Linguistics
Lewis Mark Webb Classical Studies
Rohan Nicholas Williams English
Ruby Germaine Williamson Hanna 
Anthropology and Politics
Deborah Windram Creative Writing
Amy Elizabeth Ziesing Classical Studies
Kate Louise Zwar Latin
Jonathan Mark Zweck English
Honours Degree of Bachelor of 
Development Studies
Sharna Jade Bremner





Honours Degree of Bachelor of 





Jessica Rose Emily Thompson
Maryke Christine Van Diermen
Honours Degree of Bachelor of 
International Studies
Jesse Eyram Adih Politics
Jordan Louise Anderton Politics
Peter Owen Beacham Politics
Nhan Kien Chau Politics
Bomi Chun Politics
Yarran Thomas Harwood Politics
Benjamin Hibbert Politics
Barbara Alice Klompenhouwer Politics
Erin Kate Laubscher Politics
Henry Howard Dorsch Lawton Politics
Amy Victoria Morrison History
Daniella Michelina Pilla History
James Henry Raison Politics
Satchi Riehl Politics
Samuel Chan Yew Fai Politics
Kimberly Leah Simpson History
Mateo Szlapek-Sewillo Politics
Crystal Thanawathik Politics
Shannon Lee Wright Politics






Degree of Bachelor of Arts
Lorena Marcia Ajuria Psychology
Joshua Phillip Alstin Politics
Rozaimi Anas Anthropology and Linguistics
Adele Rachele Elvira Arnese 
Geography, Environment and Population and Italian
Kiara Emily Bacon English
Eve-Sorrelle Bailey Japanese
Alexandra Janet Baldock Philosophy
Kim Anthony Bandick History and Psychology
Corey Trevor Batt Politics
Nicholas Roman Ben Politics
Amanda Elizabeth Bennett History
Angela Boccaccio History
Thomas Nathan Boehm English
Sarah Louise Bown English
Anna-Marie Brink-Fimmel English
Philip Peter Brodie History
Laura Kate Brown English
Jessica Renee Capitanio Classics
Jade Carlaw Philosophy and Psychology
Thomas Patrick Carr Politics
Shauna Marie Carroll Philosophy
Elisa Rachel Chaplin Spanish
Sophie Anna Chapman-Smith History
Veronica Anne Cherlet English
Zac-Vin Chow Psychology
Phillip Camillo Ciabattoni 
History and International Studies
Joshua Mark Coldwell Philosophy
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Jake Cooper Philosophy
Rachelle Alyce Cooper French and Spanish
Alison Jane Coppe English
Andrew Craig English
Luke Glen Derek Cropley History
Timothy Mathieson Cross 
Geographical and Environmental Studies
Kassandra Evelyn Dahlenburg Music
Joy Anne Dalay-On English and Spanish
Shashikala Margaret Davidson French
Felicity Davies Politics
Georgina Margot Day Chinese and English
Samuel James Deere History and Politics
Kathryn Elizabeth Obert Derfler Anthropology
Annie Elizabeth Drahos Chinese
Annabelle Julia Drought Japanese
Alycen Kate Edwards English
Jack Anthony Edwards History
Marguerita Jane Edwards English and History
Linda Jane Emes
Elisabeth Marie Julia Entraigues 
French and Geographical and Environmental 
Studies
Georgina Diana Evans History
Daniel Lee Fawcett Politics
Jemma Kate Ferguson History and Politics
Emma Jane Forrest English and History
Sosefina Gwendaline Fuamoli  
Classics and English
Jessica Louise Furfari Psychology
Ashlee-Louise Elizabeth Butterfly Patterson 
George Italian
Stephanie Faye Gheller English
Jessie Elizabeth Gilchrist Anthropology
Oliver William Greeves French and Music
Cormac Griffin Politics
Eilonwy Jade Hackett English
Leigh Douglas Hankin Psychology
Kimberly Michelle Haywood Classics and History
Ranran He German and Linguistics
Kirby Rochelle Heath French
Benjamin John Lezlie Henschke French
Michael Peter Hier Philosophy
Tiffany June Hocking French and Spanish
Elissa Raye Hoffman Psychology
William Russell Horn English and History
Jonathan Luke Houghton Psychology
Abigail Hamilton Hutchison History
Zoe Anne Irwin International Studies
Caitlin Elizabeth Eacott James History
Lauren Kate Jarvis 
History and Geographical and  
Environmental Studies
Christopher Samuel Jemsek  
English and Music Studies
Jessica Jocher History
Alexander Raymond Jones  
History and Philosophy
Jade Brooke Kanas English and History
Shantini Karunagaran 
Geographical and Environmental Studies
Adam James Kauschke History and Linguistics
Brendan John Kelleher Indonesian
Laura Kelly English and Linguistics
Joanne Linda Kelsey History
Sarah Emily Knott 
History and Geographical and  
Environmental Studies
Kit Sum Ko Psychology
Zoe Kosmadopoulos Anthropology
Michelle Ying Lin Kum Psychology
Julia Law 
Geographical and Environmental Studies and 
Gender Work and Social Inquiry
Hilary Jane Locke English and History
Loh Xu Qi Asian Studies
Suzanne Lukin European Studies
Thomas Ashley Mackay History and Philosophy
Lachlan Peter MacRae History
Jasmyn Ellen Malycha English and History
Lindzi Cailin Mann  
International Studies and Japanese
Joshua Leigh Marks Chinese and Philosophy
Mark Daniel Marveggio Spanish
James Donald Forbes McCann English
Therese McCarthy History
Joshua Ben McDermid English and History
Samuel Aaron McDonough English
Thomas Kevin McEvoy Philosophy
Ella Matilda McKinley 
English and Geographical and  
Environmental Studies
Lucy Elizabeth McKinnon History
Melissa How Yee Chong English
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Stefania Mercorella Italian and Modern Greek
Hannah Rebecca Kate Mikajlo History
Joshua Alexander Missen Classics and History
Gretta Jade Mitchell English
Patricia Kathleen Moon English and History
Scott Ashley Moore Politics
Brigid Mary Morgan Psychology
Jonathan Blake Mortimer International Studies
Shiva Jade Motlagh French and Linguistics
Hamish Winston Murphy English
Benjamin James Mylius English
Scott Thomas Nestor English and History
Brett Matthew Neuling Classics
Aaron Michael Nobes English and Philosophy
Lisa Kate Noll Anthropology and English
Zara Patricia Olekalns Psychology
Patrick Edward O’Loughlin  
Anthropology and English
Kate Elizabeth Olsson  
Gender Work and Social Inquiry
Susan Marie Pfeiffer 
Gender Work and Social Inquiry and Psychology
Michaela Jane Phillips English
Catharine Louise Piper History
Lauren Angela Pipicella 
Geography and Environmental Studies
Prudence Aveline Pole English and History
Lucy Natasha Radowicz Politics
Kathryn Joy Reed Politics
John Paul Reschke  
International Studies and Politics
Klara Christina Revesz English and History
Imogen Cara Richards English
Scott Paul Richardson Politics
Danielle Alyse Riddiford English
Camden Mark Rowberry English
Eleanor Hetty Russell English and History
Jessica Leigh Ryan Psychology
Monique Salamone-Violi Italian
Melita Lainie Sanderson English and History
Oscar James Saunders German Studies
Molly Scanlon French
Benno Karl Schlicker English and History
Jonathan Richard Schomburgk 
Geographical and Environmental Studies  
and Politics
Eamon Ronald Sell English and History
Emily Nicole Sevenoaks International Studies
Rebecca Anthina Sherry English
Richard Geoffrey Simpson 
Geographical and Environmental Studies  
and History
Nathan Robert Sloper Psychology
Min Ju Song Chinese and Japanese
Catriona Helen Elizabeth Standfield French
Miranda Sulda Politics
Stacey Marie Symons Indonesian
Lisa Tansing English
Homan Tavakoli International Studies and Politics
Christopher Ji Wei Teh English and History
David Richard Thomas Philosophy
Fraser Edward Thompson History and Politics
Malcolm Leslie Thompson International Studies
Linda To Japanese
Vanessa Lauren Tonkins English
James Andrew Alexander Tregenza 
International Studies and Politics
Erin Louise Tyler English
Louise Anne Victorsen History
Phoebe Jane Virgo English and History
Daniel James Wasley Politics
Blake Shakira White Psychology
Deborah Grace White  
English and International Studies
Kelsey Jane Wilkins Chinese
Kelly Wolfenden Anthropology
Alice Patricia Wright Chinese and French
YuMeng Xu Japanese
Yongshan Yan Japanese
Zara Rose Zampaglione English
Degree of Bachelor of Development Studies
Lauren Elise Bachli
Ben James Christensen














Madalena Da Silva Cruz Sanches
Peter Barry Squires

























































Thomas Raymond Peter Knight
Carolyn Lam
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Degree of Bachelor of Social Sciences
Pascale Antoun Abourjeili Anthropology
Melissa May Dajeman Anthropology
Mark Bernard Dean Anthropology
Jessica Leigh Fitzgerald Politics
Annamaria Fratini Anthropology
Christer Galon Psychology
Roxanne June Gillespie Anthropology
Holly Tiffany Gryst Psychology
Paul David Gunner Anthropology
Jemma Karri Henley 
Geographical and Environmental Studies
Elouise Lauren Jamar 
Geographical and Environmental Studies
Mary Kaye Lochert Development Studies
Katherine Dooley McCann 
Gender, Work and Social Inquiry
Connie Marguerite Musolino 
Gender, Work and Social Inquiry
Samantha Louise Smith Psychology
Rebecca Boyden Tilly Anthropology
Sarah Joyo Van Diepen Anthropology



























Catriona Helen Elizabeth Standfield
Edward Charles Styles
Melissa Valiyff
Van Bao Quoc Vo











Elder Conservatorium of Music
Degree of Doctor of Music
Ross Archibald Edwards
thesis: Portfolio of Symphonic works
Degree of Master of Music (Performance 
and Pedagogy)
Ya Wei Zhu


















































































Diploma in Music (Classical)
Renay Kristie Adams
Michael Peter Larritt
Jemma Elizabeth Miels Matthews
Melvin Paul
Thomas James Shepherd






























Certificate IV in Music
Jamie Goodwin






























Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Education: Wilto Yerlo
Associate Diploma in Aboriginal Studies  
in Music
Caleb Vercher
Advanced Certificate of Aboriginal Studies 
in Music
Kimberlee Michelle Ann Kite
Clayton Nelson
Kyra Jade Perry
James Cephas Gregory Stanley
Joseph William Lynch Stanley
Faculty of the Professions
School of Architecture, Landscape 
Architecture and Urban Design
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Zalina Shari
thesis: Development of A Sustainability Assessment 
Framework for Malaysian Office Buildings Using 
A Mixed- Methods Approach






Sei Peng Joseph Chong
Lyrian Rose Daniel














Lachlan James Peter McColl
Peiman Mirzaei
Muhamad Lutfie Mohd Shah
William James Morris
Sophie Jean Newland













Charles Ming Jiang Whittington
Ryan William Wilson
Chen Zhao

















Degree of Master of Design in Digital Media
Thomas James Oates




Graduate Diploma in Design Studies 
(Landscape)
Helen Margaret Breen
Andrew Phillip James Burley
Su Tang
Han Yang
Degree of Bachelor of Design Studies
Muhammad Safwan Abdul Wahid  
Architectural Studies
Ariff Fahdlan Amin  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Muhammad Ammar Bin Anuar 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Cara Rose Archer 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Jessica Kaye Bartetzko 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Samuel George Basheer Architectural Studies
Kanlin Bei Architectural and Landscape Studies
Shelley Morwena Black Architectural Studies
James Henry Butterworth 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Charles Nicholas Canny Architectural Studies
Lara Josephine Caporaso Architectural Studies
Simon John Carter  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Christopher John Chattaway Architectural Studies
Chuxi Chen Architectural and Landscape Studies
Yee Leng Chooi Architectural Studies
Andre Alexandre Zoio Closel 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Michael John De Favari 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Millicent Murray Downing 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Laura Jane Fisher  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Shane Bradley Flaherty Architectural Studies
Reuben Anthony French-Kennedy 
Architectural Studies
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Jie Gao Architectural Studies
Muhammad Hafizudin Bin Hamzah 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Matthew Bardsley Hawker 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Lisette Emma Hickey Architectural Studies
William Robert Holsten 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Jiawen Huang  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Ka Ho Hung Architectural and Landscape Studies
Lachlan William Ide Architectural Studies
Yang Jiang Architectural and Landscape Studies
Joseph Luka Josipovic  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Tyson James Kampes  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Jonathan Sunglock Kim
John Robert Knowles  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Man Hon Khant Kong Architectural Studies
Wing Chung Kwok Architectural Studies
Mason Garth Lee  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Jacob Li Architectural and Landscape Studies
Ho Ting Lu Architectural Studies
Sarah Rose Mahon Architectural Studies
Daniel James McKenna Architectural Studies
Ferguson William Hugh McPharlin  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Adam Paul Milburn Architectural and Landscape 
Studies
Rebecca Louise Millar  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Sher Lynn Ng  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Charles Kirk Olsson Architectural Studies
Michael James Pretty Architectural Studies
Alexander Thomas Raptis 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Kelley Joe Rochow Architectural Studies
Paarth Sharma Architectural Studies
Meherzad Behzad Shroff 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Timothy James Siebert 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Kathryn Elizabeth Steinwedel 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Roxanne Olivia Stocker Landscape Studies
Trang Tran Architectural Studies
Martine Elisabeth Van Reesema  
Architectural Studies
Min Tshung Voo  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Wenqian Wang  
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Olivia Jennifer Ward 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Marcus Drennan Warnecke Architectural Studies
Jared Kane Wasilewski 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Naomi Webb Architectural Studies
Alice McLeish Wilkinson Architectural Studies
Janene Wong Architectural Studies
Chen Wu Architectural Studies
Ting Hui Wu Architectural Studies
Mingyu Zhou Architectural and Landscape Studies
Tian Zhou Architectural Studies
Chen Zhuang Architectural and Landscape 
Studies
Shazween Amalina Binti Zuhairi 
Architectural and Landscape Studies
Business School
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Ratna Derina
thesis: The Impact of Changes of Capital 
Regulations on Bank Capital and Portfolio Risk 
Decisions: A Case Study of Indonesian Banks
Fang Huang
thesis: An Empirical Examination of the Applicability 
and Effectiveness of the Open Innovation Paradigm
Degree of Master of Accounting
Hwan Hui Alyssa Ang
Huihua Fan


























































































































Degree of Master of Accounting and 
Performance Management
Alexander Afanasyev















Isabel Loi Meng Chin
Qiusi Jiang
Xuemei Mao









Degree of Master of Business 
Administration (Advanced)
Jorge Antonio Henry Patroni
Peeyush Jain
Degree of Master of Business 
Administration
Adrian Wan Bee Yong
Amelia










Carlos Marcelo Barros De Azambuja









Gary Goh Kwan Lian
Katharine Susannah George
Goh Hwee Yang Gerald




Juliet Anne Johanna Henderson
Mark Hubbard
James How Pow Aik
Joyce Lim Siew Boon
Iian Bruce Kirk
Denis Chia Kuang Koh
Lau Lee Yang




























Tay Gek Neo Anne
Terence Ng Kai Hsien








Degree of Master of Business Research
Hande Muberra Akman
Jessica Moon Hee Yi
Nguyen Van Thang Long
Degree of Master of Commerce 
(Accounting)











Joanne Phui Phui Loke
Christopher John Luthaus



































































Degree of Master of Commerce 
(Performance Management)


























































Graduate Diploma in Professional 
Accounting
XiaoBo Xin
Graduate Certificate in Business 
Administration
Rebecca Ann Clarke
Graduate Certificate in Commerce
Hyoung Keun Park
Shannon Carl Schwarz
Graduate Certificate in International 
Business
Cholamas Keratithamkul












Chau Thi Bao Phan
Sim Ming Qing Ervin  
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Finance
Ying Hua
















































Caitlyn My Binh Chiem
Su Ling Ching
Nicole Klara Chladek





































Kristin Hah Chern Wen
Jinger Anne Lapuz
Hoi Yiu Lau
Jordan James Le Poidevin
Rachel Meng Hui Lean
Ching Yee Lee




















































































































































































Degree of Bachelor of Commerce 
(International Business)
Wing Yin Chan













































Alana Krystin Trudy Sommer
Michael James Spagnoletti
Paige Kathleen Jo-Anne Stewart
Elizabeth Sarah Thorpe
































































































































Degree of Bachelor of Finance 
(Quantitative)
Ferlis Sin Ying Wong























Degree of Master of Economics 
(coursework)
Farhana Abedin
Degree of Master of Applied Economics








Degree of Master of Applied Economics 
(Public Policy)
Chandra Akyun Singgih Wibowo
Lukman Fathorani
Thi Quynh Phuong Nguyen
Dechen Pelmo
Rizka Shofwan













Graduate Certificate in Economics
Andrew Paul Clark
Retno Maruti
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Economics
Sevda Afsar






Degree of Bachelor of Economics
Ahmad Ridhuan Alauddin





















Andrew Stuart John Johnson
Bo Seong Eric Kang
Lauren Susan Lily Kaye
Leigh Killmier











Mohamed Aidil Bin Mohamed Razeek
Arthur Joe Lwebuga Mutagubya
Kim Thien Hoang Nguyen























Ho Man Stanley Wong
Quanmei Zheng
Michael Zorich

















Professional Certificate in Public Policy
Talis Luke Evans
School of Education
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Vegneskumar Maniam
thesis: Adelaide Secondary School Students 
Participation in Sport and their Cultural Identity:  
A Humanistic Sociological Study
Degree of Doctor of Education
Andrew Maynard Bills
thesis: The (Un) Critical School Teacher: Three 
Lessons about Teacher Engagement Work with 
Marginalised Students in Neoliberal Times
Degree of Master of Education  
(Science and Technology)
Geeta Rani
Degree of Master of Educational Research
Jingjing Pu
Linda Agnes Seymour



















































































































Susan Yuan Ping Teo













Paul Gerard van Deth














Graduate Certificate in Education
Christian Johannes Schmidt




Mark Robert Paul Tingay
Graduate Certificate in Online Learning 
(Higher Education)





Degree of Bachelor of Teaching









































Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Bernadette Joy Richards
thesis: Informed Choice, Not Informed Consent: 
Towards a Meaningful Consideration of Pre-
Treatment Advice
Matthew Thomas Stubbs
thesis: The Eminent Domain in Australia: The 
‘Individual Rights’ Approach to s 51(xxxi) of the 
Australian Constitution
Degree of Master of Business Law
Yao Tian
Xianlu Zeng
Degree of Master of Comparative Laws 
(Adelaide/Mannheim)
Peter George Kassapidis





Graduate Certificate in Business Law
Roger Allen O’Leary





























































Ella Mae Patricia Jen Pak Poy











Audrey Voon- Foong Sam
Nicholas Timothy Scott Schaedel
Amanda Kim Schubert
Georgios Constantinos Sinanis













































Louis Reynolds A Casse


































































































Degree of Doctor of Science in the Faculty 
of Sciences
Christopher Roy Strauss
thesis: Studies in Microwave-Assisted and Green 
Organic Chemistry
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Sean Geoffrey Alexander
thesis: NHC-Supported Mixed Halohydrides of 
Aluminium and Related Studies
Oscar Alan Archer
thesis: Studies in Molecular, Supramolecular and 
Macromolecular Design
Helen Anna Blacker
thesis: Functional Characteristics and Molecular 
Regulation of Lymphangiogenesis during Gecko 
Tail Regeneration: Evidence for the Roles of 
VEGF-C, VEGF-D and the Receptor VEGFR-3
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Julie Angela Brazzatti
thesis: The Differential Roles of p101 and p84, the 
Regulatory Subunits of Phosphoinositide 3-kinase 
Gamma, in Cell Migration
Rachael Anne Brick
thesis: Palaeoproterozoic eclogite formation 
in Tanzania: a structural, geochronological, 
thermochronological and metamorphic study of the 
Usgaran and Ubende orogenic belts
Wai Sum Chan
thesis: Spatial and Temporal Features of 
Hydrodynamics and Biogeochemistry in Myponga 
Reservoir, South Australia
James Michael Chappell
thesis: Quantum Computing, Quantum Games  
and Geometric Algebra
Steven Arthur Coventry
thesis: Factors Affecting Short and Long Distance 
Dispersal of Fungal Pathogens - Chickpea 
Ascochyta Blight as a Model
Siobhan Clare de Little
thesis: Modelling the Demography and Control of 
Disease-Carrying Tropical Mosquitoes in Northern 
Australia
Clio Simone Irmgard Dersarkissian
thesis: Mitochondrial DNA in Ancient Human 
Populations of Europe
Ahmed Saad El Bakry Mahmoud
thesis: Gluonic Profile and Confining String in Static 
Mesons and Baryons at Finite Temperature
Melissa Bronwen Fraser
thesis: The Influence of Soil Genesis, Type and 
Composition on Constraints to Plant Growth in Salt-
Affected Soils in Upper South East South Australia
Martin Griessmann
thesis: Gold Mineralisation in the Adelaide Fold Belt
Jonathan Michael MacGillivray Hall
thesis: Chiral Effective Field Theory Beyond the 
Power-Counting Regime
Michael Adams Hatch
thesis: Investigations of Electromagnetic Methods 
Applied to the In-River and Near-River Environment 
along the Murray River, Australia
Karl Aaron Hillyard
thesis: Carp Exclusion Screens on wetland inlets: 
their value for control of common carp (Cyprinus 
carpio L.) and effects on offstream movements by 
other fish species in the River Murray, Australia
Vanessa Catherine Holmes
thesis: Systematic Uncertainties in Cosmic Ray 
Energies Measured by the Auger Fluorescence 
Detectors
Nor Azman Kasan
thesis: Nutrient Retention Capacity of  
a Constructed Wetland in the Cox Creek  
Sub-Catchment of the Mt Bold Reservoir,  
South Australia
Kelvin Khoo Han Ping
thesis: An Investigation of Bread Wheat Meiosis via 
Proteomics and Gene-targeted Approaches: the 
Isolation and Characterisation of Four  
Meiotic Proteins
Rohan Benjamin Essex Kimber
thesis: Epidemiology and Management of 
Cercospora Leaf Spot (Cercospora zonata) of Faba 
Beans (Vicia faba)
Kristie Pan Yu Lee
thesis: Sox3 Dosage Regulation is Important for 
Roof Plate Specification during Central Nervous 
System Development
Karolina Lisy
thesis: Investigating Potential Post-Translational 
Modification of Factor-Inhibiting HIF (FIH-1)
Sean Manning
thesis: A Study of Tellurite Glasses for electro-optic 
Optical Fibre Devices
Peter James McCarthy
thesis: Investigation into The Molecular Function of 
The Neuronal Hu RNA Binding Protein, HuCsv1
Erin Marie McCartney
thesis: Molecular Interactions Between Alcohol, 
Hepatitis C Virus and Interferon
Casey Anne Mueller
thesis: Developmental Energetics and Gas 
Exchange in Amphibians and Lungfish
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Timothy Wayne Murphy
thesis: The Effects of Individual and Combinations 
of Airborne Pollutants on The Feed Intake, Immune 
Function and Physiology of The Pig
Brent Patrick Nicholas
thesis: Cloudy Ammonia: A Multi-Wavelength 
Molecular Line Survey of the Molecular Clouds 
Surrounding the W28 Supernova Remnant
Michael Raymond Oermann
thesis: Microstructured Tellurite Glass Fibre Laser 
Development
Herath Mudiyanselage Priyangika Premarathna
thesis: Increasing Plant Availability of Selenium in 
Rice Soils under Variable Redox Conditions
Anne Raimondo
thesis: Identification of Downstream Target Genes 
and Analysis of Obesity-Related Variants of the 
bHLH/PAS Transcription Factor Single-Minded 1
Thomas Raimondo
thesis: The Architecture and Evolution of 
Intracontinental orogens: a structural, metamorphic 
and geochemical characterisation
Penny Roberts Craig
thesis: Development of a Novel Crop-Pasture 
System for Mixed Farms in the Higher Rainfall Zone 
of Southern Australia
Laura Ruykys
thesis: Ecology of warru (Petrogale lateralis 
MacDonnell Ranges race) in the Anangu 
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara Lands, South Australia.
Edward Peter Snelling
thesis: Design of the Insect Respiratory System: a 
Test Case for Symmorphosis
Robin St John-Sweeting
thesis: Dispersal and Genetic Variability of Sonchus 
oleraceus L. in Relation to its Resistance to ALS-
Inhibiting Herbicides
Wei-Chun Tu
thesis: Effects of Dietary Alpha Linolenic Acid on 
Biosynthesis of N-3 Long Chain Polyunsaturated 
Fatty Acids in Animals
Skye Heather Woodcock
thesis: Stock Enhancement in the Murray-Darling 
Basin, Identification of Stocked Fish and Enhancing 
Post-stock Survival
Joel Patrick Younger
thesis: Theory and Applications of VHF Meteor 
Radar Observations
Degree of Master of Agricultural Science
Muhammad Shefatur Rahman
thesis: Genetic Control of Sodium Exclusion in 
Tetraploid Wheat
Degree of Master of Biotechnology  
(Plant Biotechnology)
Muther Mohamed Abdulhadi
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Degree of Master of Science
Yuya Sugano
thesis: Characterization of the zebrafish Orthologue 
of Klotho
Degree of Master of Science  
(Applied Physics)
Fatimah Ali A Al Wuhayb
Laila Ali A Al Wuhayb
Areej Daifallah Alghamdi
Huichao Luo
Degree of Master of Science  
(Medical Physics)
David Kingsley Waterhouse
thesis: Prostate High Dose-Rate Brachytherapy  
in Men with Bilateral Hip Prostheses





Degree of Master of Science  
(Theoretical Physics)
Faizah Olayan Alanazi










Degree of Master of Wine Business
Cheong Tsz Ling
Graduate Diploma in Agricultural Business
Christopher Scott Lawson
Graduate Diploma in Oenology
Carem Cecilia Carrasco Morales
Amir Sarig




Mohsin Shallal Abbas Al-Fahdawi
Ahmed Hashim Jassim Al-Hashimi
Saadiyah Fahad Al-Naseri






Alaa Abdul Husein Nima
Thaeer Muteb Salman
Uroba Abed Shama
Graduate Diploma in Sustainability
Kathy Nicole Coombs




Graduate Diploma in Viticulture
April Berg
Ian Campbell Sandford






Graduate Certificate in Global Food and 
Agricultural Business
Charya Khim
Graduate Certificate in Sustainability
Angus Hambrook
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Graduate Certificate in Wine Business
Sarah Overton
Kerry Christine Thwing
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Science
Hayley Achurch Environmental Biology
Carl Michael Altmann  
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Christopher Annink Genetics
Hayden Richard Rex Arbon Geology
Sophie Anne Marija Arneric Chemistry
Rachelle Babb Microbiology and Immunology
Tintu Baby Wine and Horticulture
Adam Henry Edward Bailey 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Maximilian Leo Baka-Koch Plant Science
Max Julian Barr Environmental Biology
Emma Jane Bellgrove Animal Science
Alexandra Sarah Bennett 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Bradley Steven Bennett 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
George William Bowden Physics
Sarah Theresa Boyle  
Microbiology and Immunology
Li Wen Cheah Plant Science
Jeremy Thian Hon Choo  
Microbiology and Immunology
Fong Chan Choy Genetics
Rebecca Louise Collett  
Environmental Geoscience
Thomas James Copley Agricultural Science
Anastasia Costopoulos Geophysics
Erin Eloise Cutts Biochemistry
Peter Dean Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Jamie Ray Dennis 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
George Dimitroff Plant Science
Zoe Hanna Donaldson Genetics
Nicole Raine Dowling Environmental Biology
Eric Benjamin Drew Environmental Biology
Stuart Kennett Earl Physics
Peter Leigh Edwards Physics
Anna Christina Ehmann Genetics
Lauren Maree Engledow Environmental Biology
Jack Evans Chemistry
Jiage Feng Chemistry
Bonnie Maree Flohr Plant Science
Clayton Fry Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Chuang Sing Fung Microbiology and Immunology
Ryan James Gore Geology
Carly Ellyse Gregor Microbiology and Immunology
Trent Daniel Grubb Physics
Ryan James Guerin Geology
Jason Anthony Gummow  
Microbiology and Immunology
Aisha Bo Hargraves Plant Science
Casey Lorraine Harris Environmental Biology
Sophie Ellen Harrison Environmental Biology
Nicholas Leigh Hauschild Biochemistry
Georgia Isabelle Heath Environmental Biology
Angus Donohoe Herriot Geology
Emily Grace Higginson Genetics
Jan Nie Hing Horticulture
Emily Patricia Hoffmann Environmental Biology
Oliver Lachlan Hughes Geology
Angie Maree Jarrad Biochemistry
Jason Jones Chemistry
Ervin Ender Kara Microbiology and Immunology
Aidan Murat Karayilan Chemistry
Karisik Aleksandar Physics
Mathew Peter Kavanagh Geology
Fergus Kiley Geology
Kieran Kilgariff  
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Robert Matthew Klaebe Geology
Kaya Lee Klop-Toker Environmental Biology
Sasha Krneta Geology
Robert James Lampe Geophysics
Kathleen Meaghan Horgan Lane Geology
Juanita Christine Lauer-Smith Plant Science
Noby Charn Keng Leong Chemistry
Michael Steven Lewis Chemistry
Ka Leung Li Genetics
Yun Li Biochemistry
Sze Yin Lim Microbiology and Immunology
Xuan Liu Biochemistry
Bronwyn Ayla Lucas Biochemistry
Alexandra Elizabeth Marrone Chemistry
Andrew Craig Marshall Biochemistry
Anthony Martyniuk Animal Science
William Robert Massey Chemistry
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Kimberly Peta McCallum Environmental Biology
Christopher McNamara 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Kieren James Mitchell Environmental Biology
Tom Andrew Morris Genetics
Craig William Murray Petroleum Geology and 
Geophysics
Ashwin Vincent Nathan Animal Science
Heidi Anne Neubauer Biochemistry
Weng Wah Ng Plant Science
Oliver Peter Ningelgen Geology
Cowan Nokes Geology
Chun Hao Ong Genetics
Daniel O’Rielly Geology
Samuel John Owen Environmental Biology
James Lee Paltridge Biochemistry
Stephanie Papantoniou Environmental Biology
Zacc Marcus Paparella  
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Tari Marie Pawlyk Environmental Biology
Lenard Hume Pederick Physics
Blair Louise Pellegrino Environmental Biology
Henry Patrick Pepper Chemistry
Matthew Pfahl  
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Brodie James Philp Environmental Biology
Samuel James Priest Chemistry
Malcolm Stuart Purdey Chemistry
Hayley Rohead-O’Brien  
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Francisco Sadras Biochemistry
Steven Jason Saffi Physics
Kyra Noelle Schwarz Chemistry
Sally Louise Scrivens Environmental Biology
Nader Shahin Geology
Chloe Leigh Shard Genetics
Dylan Richard Silcock Geology
Man Man So Environmental Biology
Justin Thomas James Spence Chemistry
Matthew Stevens Genetics
Amy Elizabeth Suto Geology
Nicole Szymanczyk Physics
Lee Ling Tan Biochemistry
Daniel James Tanti Geology
Jesse Miah Teo Chemistry
Louise Maree Thomas Geology
Alexandra Tikhomirova 
Microbiology and Immunology
Chelsea Anne Tothill Environmental Biology
Liam Val Twigger Physics
Matthew Wagner  
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Ali Morton Walsh Genetics
Scott Warming Genetics
Lauren Anne Watkins Biochemistry
Shelann Webb Environmental Biology
Amy Rebecca White Environmental Biology
Stephanie Wikan Tyiasning 
Petroleum Geology and Geophysics
Laura Kate Williams Environmental Biology
Belinda Louise Wong Geology
Kwok Chi Wong Microbiology and Immunology
Liam Mitchell Murphy Wright Animal Science
Nanxing Yang Genetics
Tzu Ying Yap Genetics
Ee Fang Yu Microbiology and Immunology
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(High Performance Computational Physics)
Matthew William Jennings
Phiala Elisabeth Shanahan
Honours Degree of Bachelor of Viticulture 
and Oenology
Mitchell Oldfield Flint
Sacha Louis La Forgia
Siddharth Ashok Pachare
Lara Renee Westaway
Degree of Bachelor of Agriculture






























Degree of Bachelor of Oenology
Michael Vincent Costa
Andrew Grant Dix
Degree of Bachelor of Science
Taiwo Aduragbemi Adesodun 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Mohd Ikhwan Ahmad Zhaki 
Geology and Geophysics
Lucy Elizabeth Arrowsmith Botany and Ecology
Eve-Sorrelle Bailey Pharmacology and Physiology
Matthew Tyler Bald 
Chemistry and Environmental Geoscience
Reuben Mackenzie Buckley 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Deanna Michelle Carmen 
 Biochemistry and Chemistry
Thomas Patrick Carr Psychology
Dali Chau Physiology and Psychology
Oliver James Ciancio Geology and Geophysics
Josh James Clift   
Environmental Geosciences and Wildlife
Joshua Mark Coldwell Wildlife and Pharmacology
Alexander James Corrick 
Geology and Geophysics and Spatial Information
William Crawford  
Theoretical Physics and Pure Mathematics
Marco Daniel Criado 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Millicent Clementine Aithne Crowe 
Environmental Geoscience and Geology and 
Geophysics
Emma Cate Darcy Physiology and Psychology
Melinda Jean Davies Ecology and Wildlife
Lachlan Geoffrey Duncan Ecology and Botany
Emma Victoria Dunstan 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Timothy Karl Engler Chemistry and Pharmacology
Ailsa Laurel Enting-Hawke  
Ecology and Spatial Information
Erinn Peta Fagan-Jeffries  
Chemistry and Entomology
Elise Joy Fahy Theoretical Physics
Tess Elise Ferrin Chemistry and Pharmacology
Samuel Alex Fraser 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
William Andrew Freer Geology and Geophysics
Amie Marie-Louise Gibard  
Biochemistry and Genetics
Owen Nicholas Girardi 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Lauren Mary Green  
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Amelia Diane Greig Theoretical Physics
Bradley Thomas Grosser 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Dylan Paul Haar Theoretical Physics
Troy Robert Hagger  
Geology, Geophysics and Spatial Information
Christian James Hague Geology and Geophysics
Kristen Elizabeth Healey  
Physiology and Psychology
Jerrick Heng 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
John Patrick Hickin Geology and Geophysics
Joshua Luke Holmes 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Paige Courtney Honor 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Ernesto Hurtado-Perez 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Zhiyan Jin Physiology
Anna Victoria Kassebaum Ecology and Geology
Brian Kee Chemistry and Wildlife
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Eleanor Jean King  
Physics and Theoretical Physics
Zoe Kosmadopoulos 
Environmental Geoscience and Geology
Zachary Koumi Theoretical Physics
Mohamad Kourghi Biochemistry and Physiology
Tin Lok Lau Geology and Geophysics
Sarah Westwood Leitch 
Environmental Geoscience and Soil Science
David William Lemon 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Katherine Rebecca Lovell  
Geology and Geophysics
Rebecca Lumb 
Environmental Geoscience and Geophysics
Sarah Kate Manning 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
James Steven Markovanovic 
Environmental Geoscience and Geophysics
Craig Michael Marsh  
Soil Science and Spatial Information
Jack Flint McCaffrey 
Psychology and Applied Mathematics
Ella Matilda McKinley Botany and Ecology
Lucy Elizabeth McKinnon 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Nicole Lee Mentha  
Applied Mathematics and Chemistry
Alex Nikolas Militch  
Soil Science and Spatial Information
Jacqueline Rose Morey 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Geordie Waite Morgan 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Jessica Hoi Ting Neong Chemistry double major
Mitchell Ryan Neumann 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Oliver Peter Ningelgen Geology
Thaleia Demeter Nizamis Ecology and Wildlife
Gareth Earnest Oerman Ecology and Wildlife
Elisabeth Ann Patrick Botany and Ecology
Dasith Akshitha Perera Genetics and Physiology
Jana Le-Lam-Thuy Phan  
Biochemistry and Genetics
Samuel James Priest Chemistry and Genetics
Kyle James Ratcliff Physiology and Psychology
Nicola Diane Roberts Genetics and Statistics
Sonja Nicole Russell Theoretical Physics
Caitlin Schmaal 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Jonathon Paul Schubert 
Theoretical Physics and Applied Mathematics
Farid Shahin  
Environmental Geoscience and Geophysics
Keiran George Slee 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Kane Smith  
Geology, Geophysics and Spatial Information
Glenn Cameron Sneddon  
Chemistry double major
Patrick Sorrentino Physiology and Psychology
Hayden Leonard Stevens Wildlife
Aidan Timothy Symons Chemistry
Patrick Charles Tapping  
Chemistry and Computer Science
Linda To Biochemistry
Angus Philip Tod 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Sarah Traeger 
Geology, Geophysics and Environmental 
Geoscience
Dan Wei Chemistry (Double) Major
Victoria Louise West 
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Jonathan James Whittall 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Michelle Jane Williams Ecology and Wildlife
Robyn Williamson 
Environmental Geoscience and Geology
Wong Siew Leng 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Ching Hong Yeung Theoretical Physics
Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Agricultural Science)
Emma Paige Ayliffe Crop and Pasture Science
Michael Thomas Blake Crop and Pasture Science
Melissa Ann Coventry Crop and Pasture Science
Claire Jemma Gutsche Crop and Pasture Science
Andrew Bruce Lehmann Crop and Pasture Science
Caroline Margaret McGrath
Lachlan Ryves Parker Crop and Pasture Science
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Stephanie Kathleen Reichert  
Crop and Pasture Science
Stuart Geoffrey Richardson 
Crop and Pasture Science
Luise Katarina Sigel
Cameron James Taylor  
Crop and Pasture Science
Alessandra Shirley Way  
Crop and Pasture Science
Jim Edward Weston






























Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Animal Science: Pre-Veterinary)
Fenella Jean Barker
Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Biomedical Science)
Julia Alyce Adey Physiology
Caitlin Anne Brennan 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Shu Yee Cheek 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Kar Yen Chen  
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Chee Man Cheong 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Thomas Charles Daly 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Kathryn Beth Dansie  
Anatomical Sciences and Physiology
Kathleen Marie Davy 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Kelly Maxime Gembus 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Anna Mary Geytenbeek Biochemistry and Genetics
Yusi He 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Hew Siew Kuen 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Adam Gregory Humenick Genetics and 
Pharmacology
Jonathan Henry Jacobsen 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Jameel Tariq Jezierski Biochemistry and Genetics
Josyane Pui Pui Lau 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Cheng Shoou Lee 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Yu Hin Leung 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Wai Li Lim 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Lim Yun Qi 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Caitlin Lloyd Biochemistry
Louise Chia Sin Hui 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Kristen Adele Lucia Malatesta 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Zelia Marino Biochemistry and Physiology
Ellenore Millicent Martin Genetics and Physiology
Markian Stephan Mayboroda  
Biochemistry and Genetics
Shamika Tanae Moore 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
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Nicole Hsiao Min Ong 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Soo Siang Ooi 
Biochemistry and Physiology
Daniel Tyler Pederick  
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Bianca Amy Pook 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Haiwei Qu 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Ranjani Rajenthiran 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Rakshet Sachdev 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Kaitlin Grace Scheer 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Reshvinder Singh 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Claire Margarethe Slade 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Yee Ling Sum 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Lih Yin Tan 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Si Hao Tan 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Tan Yik Seng 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Eileen Xin Yee Teo 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Kelsey Margaret Trezise 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Anders Bernard Tsui 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Bianca Ann van Diermen 
Microbiology and Immunology and Physiology
Vishalini Veera Kumar 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Lloyd Thomas Weir 
Genetics and Microbiology and Immunology
Shin Jie Wong 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Samantha Kate Wyatt Biochemistry and Genetics
Tianqi Xu Biochemistry and Genetics
Ying Xu Biochemistry and Genetics
Shiau Ting Yu 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Bihong Zhang 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(Biotechnology)
Nur Aishah Bahruddin Biochemistry
Matthew Thomas Doyle 
Biochemistry & Microbiology and Immunology
Matthew William Grooby  
Biochemistry and Pharmacology
Zak Holman Biochemistry
Nadiah Bt Ishak Biochemistry
Maung Kyaw Ze Ya Biochemistry & Genetics
Thomas Edward Parkin Lines Biochemistry
Brendan James Moore  
Biochemistry and Pharmacology
Shanti Mae Osborne  
Biochemistry and Pharmacology
Ashleigh Susan Paparella Biochemistry
Shajaratul Adawiah Shahibul  
Biochemistry & Genetics
Bernard Teck Kuan Yeo Biochemistry & Genetics
Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(Evolutionary Biology)
Rebecca Duncker  
Systematics and Molecular Evolution
Nick Kalfas Palaeontology
Hugh McColl Systematics and Molecular Evolution
Mark Timothy Rabanus-Wallace 
Systematics and Molecular Evolution
Nicholas Andrew Smale  
Systematics and Molecular Evolution
Mitchell Star-Jones  
Systematics and Molecular Evolution

















Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Molecular and Drug Design)
Michelle Claire Cruickshank  
Chemistry double major
Sean Mark Hutchinson Chemistry
Lee Zhong Hui Chemistry
Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Molecular Biology)
Bradley Simon Bajut Biochemistry and Genetics
Cameron Robert Bastow 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Kerrie Louise Foyle 
Biochemistry and Microbiology and Immunology
Danna Li Biochemistry and Genetics
Aneta Zysk Biochemistry and Pharmacology
Degree of Bachelor of Science 
(Nanoscience and Materials)
Angela Yimin Chen 
Chemistry (Double) and Anatomical Sciences
Isaac Adam Harvey Chemistry (Double) Major




Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Optics and Photonics)
Myles Ray Clark Physics and Theoretical Physics
Sophie Elizabeth Hollitt  
Physics and Theoretical Physics
Georgia Mansell Physics and Theoretical Physics
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Degree of Bachelor of Science  
(Space Science and Astrophysics)
Rebecca Clare Blackwell  
Physics and Theoretical Physics
Elise Jasmin Hampton  
Physics and Theoretical Physics
Fa Quan Alan Kong 
Physics and Applied Mathematics
James David Rijken 
Physics and Theoretical Physics
Andrew John Spargo Physics

























Advanced Diploma in Horse Husbandry  
and Management
Casey Hogan




Saturday 26 March 2011, 2.00 pm
•	All	Faculties
Second Ceremony
Wednesday 13 April 2011, 10.00 am














Wednesday 13 April 2011, 2.30 pm




























Thursday 14 April 2011, 2.30 pm














Friday 15 April 2011, 10.00 am
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Seventh Ceremony
Friday 15 April 2011, 2.30 pm





Monday 18 April 2011, 10.00 am
Faculty	of	the	Professions—School	of	
Education and School of Architecture, 
Landscape Architecture & Urban Design
•		All	programs	in	School	of	Education
•		All	programs	in	School	of	Architecture,	
Landscape Architecture & Urban Design
Ninth Ceremony
Monday 18 April 2011, 2.30 pm
Faculty	of	the	Professions—School	of	











−  High Performance Computational  
Physics	(Honours)
− Marine Biology
− Molecular and Drug Design
− Molecular Biology
− Nanoscience and Materials
− Optics and Photonics
− Petroleum Geoscience


























Wednesday 20 April 2011, 10.00 am









Commercialisation and Innovation Centre
Thirteenth Ceremony
Wednesday 20 April 2011 2.30 pm



























Monday 26 September 2011, 2.30 pm 
Faculty	of	the	Professions— 
School of Architecture, Landscape 





































− International Agricultural Business
Sixteenth Ceremony 
Tuesday 27 September 2011, 10.00 am




























− Optics and Photonics
− Petroleum Geoscience






Tuesday 27 September 2011, 2.30 pm













− Civil and Environmental Engineering
− Civil and Structural Engineering










































Wednesday 28 September 2011, 10.00 am 





− Studies in Art History
•		Master	of	Arts	(Studies	in	Art	History)	with	
Master	of	Arts	(Curatorial	and	Museum	
Studies)
•		Master	of	Environmental	Policy	and	
Management
•	Graduate	Diploma	in	Art	History
•	Graduate	Diploma	in	International	Studies
•		Le	Cordon	Bleu	Graduate	Diploma	in	
Gastronomy
•	Graduate	Certificate	in	Food	Writing
•	Bachelor	of	Arts—including	Honours	degrees
•	Bachelor	of	Development	Studies
•		Bachelor	of	Environmental	Policy	and	
Management
•		Bachelor	of	International	Studies—including	
Honours degrees
•	Bachelor	of	Media
•	Bachelor	of	Social	Sciences
•	Diploma	in	Languages
•		All	programs	in	Elder	Conservatorium	 
of Music
Faculty	of	the	Professions—Adelaide	 
Law School
•	All	programs
 

